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TRACK AND STABLE.

NO. 13
It will be noticed that Highland Sydney
goes back four times to llambletonion 10
direct and Heros five times. Mr. E. E
Stevens of Canton owns one-half of High
land Sidney and Heros with Judge Russell,
and Mr. R. M. Wetherbee of the same town
owns one-half of Ben.
Ju^ge Russell has also the following
mares which are or will be used for brood
mares. Jess R., above named, Dot 2 32%
by Victor, dam by Wild Irishman, thor
oughbred; Harrie 2.28% at four years of
age by [Elial G., dam by Rocket; Nora
Machree.J sister to Harrie; Bessie Sheri
dan, race record, 2.23% by Phil Sheridan
630,udam by Hyde’s Durcc. Bessie has
byjher side a handwome ' bay oolt by Alcan
tara, and is now stinted to Chimes. Lora
J., grey mare by Gloster, by P il SherL
dan, dam by Tofn Jefferson, by Black
Hawk 5, race record, 2.24% ; Jessie Sheri
dan, race record, 2.30 by Elial G- Jr., by
Elial G., dam by Phil Sheridan; Maggie,
dam of[Ben; Chan by Chandos, by Strath
more, dam by pacing Red Cloud, a green
pacing mare which has shown quarters in
^2%J seconds and a mile below 2.24 on a
half-mile track; Vera by Viking, dam by
Bona Fide by Hambletonian 10, race rec
ord 2.26% on a half-mile track. She has
won four out of five stake races for threeyear-olds and has shown a mile in [8.20J^.
Jessie Sheridan showed a mile in 2.21 and
Lora J., in 2.22% on a half-miler track and
ail of these miles of the three mares I eing
in contested races.
Of the young stallions in the county trot
ting on the half-mile tracks in Jefferson,
St. Lawrence and Franklin counties, Winefred gray stallion by Idol by Elial G, ob
tained a race record of 2.24%; Ryswood
lowered his former race record of 2.26 to
2.24% at Potsdam, at Carthage to 2 22%,
and at Watertown on a mile track to 2.16,
putting in three heats in 2.16, 2.18% and
2’21%, which is the fastest time and the
best three heats ever made in the Northern
New York Circuit ; Judge By«dy’r ut of
Lucy Plumb dam of Ryswf 1, lowered his
record from 2.28% to 2.26
Edward B, by Despot by Dictator low
ered his pacing record to 2 24% ; Alcyon
ium took a record of 2 81%. while Golden
Gem by A mender, by Meandot got a mark
of 2 24 on the Watertown milJlrtck.
Of the mares aside from tbr« mentioned
above Adetade Mai
owm 1 by Mr.
Weed of Potsdam, obtained a race record
of 2 24; Molly G, by Pictret, owned by
Amasa Corhvn, Jr., of Gnuvemeur, on
the Watertown mile t ick a rs<;e record of
2 20%; Helena, three-year- Id by Pen
Franklin, dam by Stockholm 2.29% $ Maud
B. cream mare, by King Legacy, dam by
North Countryman, thoroughbred, got a
pacing record at Watertown mile track
of 2.20.
Elial G, has put three new ones in the
list this year, and his son The Raven, dam
by Victor, lowered his record to 2.19% at
Cleveland. His son Elial G., Jr., has pat
one in the list, and Winefred by Idol, son
of El:al G., lowered his race record to
2.24%.
Aglemon.

Hal Pointer 2.04%.
The first two days of the meeting at
'Nashville were marked by notable events.
Monday the yearling filly Nellie A. won a
heat in a race in 2.29%, which is the rec
ord for that age against other horses.
Nelly A. is by that fast rising sire Wilkes
Boy, dam Wilksie G., by Robert Mc
Gregor; and her dam also entered the 2.30
list this season with a record of 2.22%.
The same afternoon the two-year-o’d filly
Silicon trotted in a race in 2.15%, which is
the best record for that age in a contested
race, Silicon is by Wilton, dam Silhouette,
by Hambrino. Tuesday these star p rformances were supplemented by the threeyear-old colt Directum, by Director, dam
Stemwinder, by Venture, scoring a race
record in a third heat of 2.11%, again the
best for the age.
These achievements
have never been paralleled. It is true that
the records for the several ages are consid
erably faster than those made at Nashvilh,
but a certain glory attaches to perform
ances in races against other horses which
feats against the watch do not possess.—
Turf, Field and Farm.
The drivers at the Lexington meeting
got together and formed the Trotting Horse
Drivers’ Association of America. Dr. Day
presided over the meeting and it was only
by frequent urging that he obtained ex
pressions of opinion. The driver as a rule
is averse to taking the floor and making a
speech. The single exception is John
Splan, who is never at a loss for a word.
By-laws were adopted, and the following
officers chosen : President—Charles Mar
vin. Vice-president—Crit Davis. Board
of governors—James Golden of Boston,
E. F. Geers, Buffalo, N. Y.; M. E. Mc
Henry, Ill.; C. W. Williams, Indepen
dence,|Iowa; Peter V. Johnson, Michigan;
R. E. Curry, Tennessee; SamjEuller, Mis
souri; John A. Goldsmith, California;
Richard Tilden, Kansas; Dr. J. W. Day,
Watertown. N. Y. Mr. Day was subse
quently elected secretary and treasurer of
the associatian. The initiation fee ii $2.00
and the annual dues are $2.00. It is esti
mated that there are six thousand drivers in
the country.
T> krnwrriia o*
b KVU had four
faster trotters upon the turf this seasolT
than have the daughters of any jother sire
ever produced. They are Nancy Hanks
2.04, Kellar Thomas 2.12%, ,'Lockheart
2.13, and Garnet 2.13%. Average time
better than 211. Add to these the ones
that have beaten 2.20 this season out of
his daughters, and you have a list that
shows the true value of the blood of the
great brother of Dexter.
Electioneer is now sire of 117 standard
performers, of which 116 are trotters, andi into the ranks to run dashes at local1 I 2.26%, for years, and sire ofnine others in 2.25 or better with another seaion’s work,
k. ww jod and Judge Ryskyk, the produce of
thirty-two of that number are in the 2.20} race meetings, fairs, etc. One day he ran a the 2.30 list. This shows thit the colt han
D. the
ias She was foaled in 1879 and wasjbred by I),
tl great brood mare, Lucy Plumb, by
1st, ten laving entered it already this sea- half
j
Rysdyk, by the sires Bellewood and Judge
>r- M.
' Foster, Canton Point, Me. The lis. of R
in 52 seconds.which was fast enough too some fine strains of blood, iilcluding thor«on.
rmake him a popular scrub eprinter and he wass oughbred. At the Rocheeterfair last week
*y James
respectively, and that also the ad
ek 1her foals, and the prices for which they
J;
Mascot 2.04, Hal Pointer 2.04%, Flyingt consequently
c
vent of new stallions of distinguished linice isold when young, is as follows :
v«
taken from the fields and putt the colt trotted in the two-yegr-old colt race
Jib 2.05%, Direct 2.06, Johnson 2.06%,• in
j training as a bang tail, where be showedJ in 2.44, making tbe time in the third heat.
age
it. ]1882, b o Rocomeco by Gen. Withers,
al was welcomed with great avidity. He
ip.
d for
$450 M
00 88
Jay-Eye-See 2.06%, Roy Wilkes 2 07%,> himstif
b
saw that such stallions as Pandolpbo, by
a speedy and consistent runnner.. and winning the race with tie utmost ease.
b f Dazzle by Glenarm, sold for 300 00 n
Guy 2.06%, Blue Sign 2 08%, Robert J iIn the course of time it was found that he3 Thia colt came from the stefck farm of B. 1884,
;
1885,
b f Everlet by Glenarm, Sold for 300 00 Pancoast, dam by George Wilkes, Red
Wedge by Red Wilkes, dam by Wedge2.09%, Manager ^2.09%, Winslow Wilkes1 could
c
bo 11887, b / Glenora by Glenarm, valued
trot some as well as run, and he wass D. Whitcomb of Stratham, there are to be
, j nt
400 CO wood,
_
2.09%^ Vinette 2.09% and Cricket 2.101 aallowed to show wbat he could do at the? iseen some as fine horses as can be found
Foxwood by Nutwood, dam by
10
1888
b
c
Ilarpegon
by
Glenarm,
sold
are th6 f urteen pacers that have records of ddiagonal gait. Always better than hej ianywhere. Mr. Rich has owned the colt
HALIFAX, N. S.
Daniel Lambert, Ilalcantara by Alcantara,
dt f^r
500 )0
00 D
2.10 or better. All save three made their jlooked
(
1890,
dam by Enfied, Alcyonium by Alcyone,dam
since it passed the throe months limit,
1 for b c Solo by Bayard Wilkes, sold 300 00 Hi
the little chestnut “bronoh” entered1 ever
<
lt
’
Halieax, N. 8., Oct. 12.—Purse $125 for
records the present season.
Sister by Piedmont, May Boy by Whipple’s
the list at La Plat*, Mo., where? he trotted1 land today would not take $3,000 in cash
ih 11891, b c Carroll by Bayard Wilkes,
3.00 class.
Emma Etta 2.29 by Antioch, son of j,in 2.29, and later trotted the Mattoon, Ill., 1for the animal if the monoy were placed
>d j sold for
600 10
00 H
Hambletonian, dam by Hambletonian 10,
Gentle Annie bm by Bush Mee sen1891, b f by Bayard Wilkes,valued at 500 00 Leo
r
Daniel Boone. Betty, 2.28% by Dictator tl
by Admistrator, dam by Mambrlno
track in 2.24%. Believing that his talent: iright in his hand. As shoeing something
'g
r--------- L<
g< r,
112 1
Chief and Nana 2.25% by Eclair, son of was
w of a versatile order and that he might <of the capabilities of this blood, we may
Total,
$3,450 00
>0 W
Whip,King McGregor by Robert McGregor, Black Tom blk g, by French Lion,2 2 12
Black Joker blk g, by King Bird, 3 3 3 3
Gen. Knox, are the latest additions to the ddo other things than to trot and run, his «say that Lordbrino, half brother to this
Victor by Young Darkey,dam by Vermont; Dally
Wilkes br m, by Red Hawk,4 dis
’’
KNOX CENTRE, ME,
A1
Maine 2.30 list.
Qowner
,
Allen-a-Dale by Thorndale, dam by Senti- Black Frenchman blk g,,by Flying
next put him to pacing, and again he ccolt, trotted last 'yc ar as a two-year-old in
Frenchman.
5 dis
Nancy Hanks trotted a mile in 2.05 at was
w no disappointment, as he turned the 22.32%, and last week as a three-year-old inn
|. De
nel, Dombey by Delcalion, as well as the
Mr. George A. Ingraham sold his valTime, 2.51%, 2.51%, 2.52%, 2.47%.
Nashville, Tenn., on Wednesday, going to Winona,
V
previously
mentioned,
were
likely
to
Minn., track at tbe new gait in 22.26. It is safe to say that J- R. Wood iss uuable brood mare Maggie 2.39%, to Mr. horses
ho
Same Day—Purse $150 for 2.40 class.
the quarter in 31% seconds, the half in 2.25;
2.
fillies in this vicinity which would Gladstone b h, by Hartford,
winning two heats and making a dead aa splendid colt, and that text year he can,i, VW. II. Hall of Lowell, Mas?., for a good(j ,Pproduce
r
3 111
C. P. R. b b, by All Right,
14 3 2
1.02%, three-quarters, 1.82%. To that beat
b< in a hotly contested seven-heat battle iif properly trained, sb?w better than a 2 300 r<
made excellent brood mares.
round sum. Mr. Ingraham has raised fivee untimately
UE
Lambert by Prince Lam
point the clip was the same as the one against
aj
Accordingly with the view of assisting in Fanny
such horses as Johnny Smoker cclip. Moreover, he has got a good head onn c«
colts from her; cne by Black Pilot 2.30,onee
bert,
4 3 2dii
three weeks ago, although rated^differently, 2.16%,
2.
2 2 dis
Telegram 2.14, Skylark 2.14% and hhim, and trots in a race just like an oldd b;
by Ledo 2.45, one by Van Helmont 2.19%, the
th elevation of the breeding in the vicinity Young Clay by Allie Clay,
Time, 2.42%, 2.43%, 2 40%, 2.49«%.
but the mare did not finish as then, so that C.
C W. L. Here is a test for the narrow hhorse. Mr. Rioh is justly proud of him.-—- oi
of Canton, he selected some good stallions
one by Brilliant 2 28 and one by Pickeringg of
Same Day—Special race; purse $100; mile
in spite of Doble’s help she w 82% in headed
hi
,,
and
brood
mares
and
has
now
at
his
traingentlemen which are given to dis- (Great Falls Free Press>
2.
2.30. Miss Pilot is a four-year-old filly> an
and repeat.
trotting the last quarter. The middle half coursirg
cc
ingl stables at the fair ground in Canton and
upon the “pacing conformation,’
Tbs grind old sires Dictator and Haroldd dark brown, with small star, stands fifteenn in
Resolution br h, by Rampart,
1 1
in 1.01 and the third quarter in 30% on an the
th “trotting instinct”—hereditary and cul- are
ft withering away. Their muscles hivee hands high and weighs 900 pounds, and is aa at
at the Stock farm of Russell & Stevens, a Stranger ch g. by French Lion,
22
Time,
2.39,
2.37%
up grade, made her stop a little in the last tivated,
ti1
and other like dogmas.— Clark's 8shrunken and backs swayed down with age., splendid roadster. The Ledo is a blackk mile and a half below the village, the foL
furlong.
Horst Review.
fDictator is physically rather the better pre-, filly with star in forehead, with one whitee lowing horses:
MACHIAS, ME.
Bay colt by Whips, by Electioneer, dam
It is just as essential to’know how to de
A pacer must be able to put in three sserved of the two, but he stood listless andd hind foot. She stands 15% hands high, isg
e
by
Mohawk
Chief,
f<
ur-years-old
and
as
velop trotters as it is how to breed them. h
e
* gaited and bids fair to be fast. She hj
heats in 2.09 or better and a trotter in 2.12 lilifeless at Ashland the other day, while oldj nnice
The following are the summaries of the
yet
The best bred will rot trot fast if they are or better in order to win the money at the 1Harold, weak and tottering* has still tbee wwas Bold by Mr. Ingraham to Mr. Vose forr ?
e undeveloped but showing so much speed ]late races at Machias, Me., one of the
1tracks in the New Brunswick and Eastern
not trained.
bi
big meetings these days.
fifire and pirit of a two*yeir-old. The siresg a good round price. Aaron Burr by Vann as to indicate that he is worth training.
j
Black and tan colt four years old, by
e
Helm
ant
;
is
a
black
gelding
fair
size,
and
of
Maud
S.
and
Jayd£ye-See
are
“
in
the
Maine trotting circuit:
At Lexington, Ky., Oct. 10th, the twoTrotting stock is bringing good prices 0
Clay, by Electioneer, dam by Mohawk
Machias, Me., Sept. 21, %.00 class, puree
w think without doubt he is a trotter.
year-old colt, William Penn., won the on
on the market this fall. The good ones 8sere and yellow leaf” ind neither will seeg we
undeveloped.
$^105.
George I. by Brilliant is a light brown stal- Chief,
spring,
stake for the age, making a new record of ar
are selling exceedingly well while ordinary another
a
Black colt Highland Sidney, two years ]Lady All Right, C. H. Eaton, 2 13 11
}
English weldless steel tubing is now be-. lion, is quite large, good gaited and nimblee old,
2.18%.
st(
stock is bringing all it is worth.
12 12 2
Sidney, dam by Buccaneer, grand- Audubon, S. B. Hill,
cat. The Pickering colt belongs to0 I dam by
3 3 2 3 3
by Flaxtail, being about seven-eighths ]Farmer Boy, G. W. Fisher,
Kremlin won the Transylvania stake of
There is no longer any doubt in the ing
U used in making tke frame to the bicycle ss
Lady Bess, Chas. McGoldrick, 4 dis.
5 Mr. E. G. Vose of Knox who hired the us3 br<
sulky.
It
is
found
to
able
to
produce
$5000, the fastest heat being 2.11%.
mi
5
brother
in
blood
to
Frou-Frou,
champion
1
Black John, blk g,
dis.
minds cf unprejudiced horsemen that 8
_ of the mare, the foal is a dark bay filly,
Time, 2.41%, 2.43%.
The horses that-trot fast now are so pure Nancy
Ni
’ yearling. This colt has been only par
Hanks is the greatest trotter ever the lightest sulky erer jpade with this mawith
star
in
forehead,
good
size
and
handwi
Same Day, 2.37 class, purse $200.
#
gaited and well balanced that the lightest foaled.
fo
“terial.
tially developed but shows u great speed for
The nine-year-old brown mare Sadie L. some as a picture. Mr. Hall of Massaohu- hie age.
hand on the rein controls them at full
2 112 1
JDixmont, ch g&by Olympus,
With the wonderful performancee made f|full sister to Nelsoa 2.10, has produced six’ setts prophesied it would make something
1
12 2 12
•peed. The old style of lifting and reefing
f
Heros brown colt 2 years old, by Eros ’Black Jack, C. H. Eaton,
Villy Wally, S. B. Hill,
3 3 8 3 3
by the equine race, it is not an easy matter
fast.
Mr.
Ingraham
has
an
own
sifter
to
foals. She has not been bred this season,
and yanking a horse does not get to the
} by Electioneer, dam Cyrene by Cyrus R.
Time, 2.36%, 2.34%, 2.35%, 2.34%, 2.36%.
point
out
a
colt
which
is
to
be
a
leader
to
’
Maggie
2.39%,
and
will
probably
continue
2
j
front in these days of pure-gaited and true t0
and she will be trained in 1893 with the
1 2,17% by Nutwood, grandam Morna by
Machias, Sept. 22, free-for-all, purse $275.
other horses on the track. Once in y
<
view
of giving her a record. She is owned breedin
r
going horses. The light hand is a rare among
aI*
111
Brigadier by Happy Medium, great gran- 1Sdgardo, b h by Rumor,
a
while,
however,
a
colt
shows
such
splenD, ch h hy Palmer Horse,
3 2 2
gift in reinsmanship.
a5
at Maple Grove Farm, Auburn, Me.
jy
, f
dam
Countess by Whipple’s Hamble- JValter
ST.
LAWRENCE
COUNTY
HORSES
FOO
ai
’resect, b g by Young Rolfe,
2 3 8
did
die worn that all can unhesitatingly point
tonian.
Time, 2.34,2.32, 2.26.
It is said to be the intention to start
A Report of the races at Texark-na, him
hit out as a great colt with a future of rare
1892.
t0°
Larrie Russ brown colt three years old,
2.11, for the stallion record later „
Tex., shows the 2.30 pacing event to have promise.
prt
Such a colt is the handsome two- Stamboul
$
■ .l
Ec
EditorTurft Farm and Home:
by Elial G., dam Jess R. by Valley Chief
Chicago, III., April 3, 1891.
been won by Charley M. in 2.26, 2.23% year-old
yei
stallion J. R. Wood, owned by in the season.
2.25 by Phil Sheridan 630, grandam Belle 1)r. S. A. Tuttle, Boston, Masss.
Canton, N. Y„ Oct. 14. 2.2
and 2.23%. This performer is quite a p
0
Postmaster William H. Rich of Berwick.
Gentlemen:—1 have been confined to my
C. P. Drake of Lewiston has met with
<
Sir—A few years ago Judge Resell of1 of Potsdam by Banker Messenger by Ham- b ed by rheumatism, and was unable to attend
character, if the history which is related This
Th splendid colt is of a rich chestnut ar
another loss in the death of the brown
o
my duties, which were to take charge of a
this
village
saw
the
time
was
fast
coming
ble
: bletonian 10, gr. grandam Polly by Canof him is correct. For a number of years col
color, is 15% hands tall, and weighs very in
mre Katie Boone, by Daniel Boone; dam
apartment in the machine shop, and was
when
the
farmers
and
those
who
wished
to
ada
•
ada
Gray
Eagle,
dam
of
Hiram
Woodruff
ikely to lose my situation through my abthis horse, who is a chestnut gelding, sire closp
clo to 1,000 pounds. He is by Woodbrino Lt
Lady DeMerritt by Gen. Knox; 2d dam by ^r€
breed good horses were looking forward to 2.2.
2.25.
,
s ence. After two months’ illness I was adand dam unknown so far as blood lines are 2.2
2.25%; he by Nutwood 2.18%, sire of 84 01
01 Eaton. Katie Joone had been used a
a higher class of stallions than those which
IBen, two year old bay colt, with a race J ised by a friend to try your Elixir. I did so •
concerned, but which are said to have been in
t
t relieved me after the first application. I
lu the
2 30 list, and sire of the dam of fo
for a brood mar» for years. Sne missed jjaf
had
been
commonly
used
in
this
vicinity,
rec
record
on a half-m le track of 2.82%, by vms able tbe next day to get out, and have
of pure broncho breeding (if there are any Ari
Arion, fastest two-year-old in the world, m
>n 1889 and was put in training and made a jje
Lever
lobt a day’s work since, and am now
He noted that the services of Elial G., the Leo
Let by Administrator, dam by Victor, 13
•uch), was used regularly in the Texas cot- Thi
The colt’s dam is by Godfrey Patohen, sire re<
ntirely well. I owe it all to your Elixir.
record of 2.32%on a half-mile track and ^
e8 producing son of Aberdeen, were in gra
best
grandam by Ira Allen 180, great grandam
Yours truly,
QI
ton fields, but was occasionally pressed of ]Hopeful, holder of the wagon record it is thought tbut gbe was able to trot in gre
_____ H.E. DECATUR, 13% Diller St.
great demand, as were also those of Rys-j,, by ICanada Gray Eagle.

ALLIE WILKES, h h, 2.15, by Red Wilkes; dam by Allie West; 2d dam Sue. by American Clay.

- RESULT OF A SPREE.

these words: *‘I don’t think she will last
half an hour.”
The end came forty minutes latter.
At the bedside were the president, the
ie
patient’s son and daughter, Russell Har
rison and Mrs. McKee, Mrs. Russell Ilai- Woman Seriously Wounded by
Gentle Mrs. Harrison Enters the rison, Mr. McKee, Mrs. Newcomer, Mrs.
•s.
a Former Boarder.
Lieutenant Parker, Mrs. Dimmick, Air.
’r.
Portals of Death.
Halford and the nurses. Rev. Mr. Scott,
;t,
the aged father of the deceased, had re
oef AHEMPTS TO TAKE HIS OWN LIFE
tired early, and it was deemed, in view of
m
________
his extreme age, unadvisable to summon
SORROWFUL DEATH-CHAMBER SCENES. him.

AS A SLEEPING CHILD

And Inflicts an Injury Which Will
Result in His Death.

How the Last Hours of the Patient
Sufferer Were Passed.
Washington, Oct. 25.—Mrs. Harrison
died at 1:40 o’clock this morning.
From 1 o’clock Mrs. Harrison was to all
intents a corpse, her breathing being
hardly perceptible, and her respiration
gradually decreased until 1:40, when she
passed away. Her death was as peaceful
as a child in sweet repose. President Har
rison was at the right side of his wife
in a reclining position from 1 o’clock,
when Dr. Gardner notified the family
that the end was close at hand. In this
position he remained until 1:40, when
life was thought to be extinct, and Lieu
tenant Parker, who was at the bedside,.
called in Dr. Gardner, and the experi
enced eye of the physician soon detected
that Mrs. Harrison was no more. The
president gave way to an almost audible
outburst of grief, but soon suppressed his
emotion, and endeavored to console Mrs.
McKee, his daughter.
All the members of the family remained
in the room fot probably fifteen or twenty
minutes after the death, and then, over
come by grief, they repaired to their re
spective rooms and were alone in their
great sorrow. Mrs. Harrison passed away
without a struggle. Private Secretary
Halford immediately notified all the cab
inet officers who are now out of town, of
[Mrs. Harrison’s death.
Although no arrangements have been
made for the funeral services, they will
doubtless be held at the White House, and
the remains taken to Indianapolis for
interment.
Dr. Gardner left the bedside about 2
No starving required.
o’clock.
During the evening there was received
No poisonous medicines.
at the executive mansion telegrams of
No hindrance to business orf condolence from all parts of the country
expressing sympathy for the president in
general habits.
his hour of grief. _____

TAPE-WORM

No ill effects following the*
treatment.
I can send my treatment(anywhere, with full instructions, that will expel the worm,?
head and all, in about threeM'
hours, without sickness or thex
least danger.
The treatment is not unpleasant, the instructions nott
hard to follow, and the results,*
a arebsolutely certain.
Send 2-c?,nt stamp for pam.
phlet and Gil particulars.
’
Forty ]|ears’experience. j ;
_
;[DR. J. F. TRUE,W>

The Beginning of the End.

In the course of yesterday Mrs. Harri
son passed through two of the nervous
spells which have so seriously affected her
in the later course of the disease. At 8
o’clock in the morning, while the family
were at breakfast, they were hastily summoned to the sick room, the patient having gi ven evidences of a return of the
nervous disorder. Dr. Gardner had
warned the family that a recurrence of
these spells would probably prove fatal,
owing to her enfeebled condition. So they
responded to the summons under the impression that the end was at hand. But
the marvellous vitality shown by the sufferer all through her sickness again asserted itself, and she again rallied from
the attack.
About 9:30 o’clock another relapse oc
curred and again there was a hasty gathering in the chamber, but once again she re
covered and emerged from the dark valley
into which it seemed that she had gone
down for final rest.
*
President Harrison and Mrs. McKee divided with Miss Davis, the Brooklyn nurse,
and Josephine^ xiva. jiairrifwn’s own maid,
the active duties of the sick room, being
^Auburn, Maine.» relieved occasionally by memlm of the
family. But the president did not long
, remain away from the bedside, and when
she opened her eyes in the brief intervals
of waking he was

20 & 22 BEACH ST., BOSTON, FOR

iF'

MRS. BENJAMIN HARRISON.

FRANK G. TDLLIDGE & CO.’S

Rockland, Klass.,Oct. 25.—Charles Hevlan boarded at Mrs. William Gay’s on Ex
change street for some time and worked
at Wright & Richard’s shoe factory. lie
quit there last week, and has been drink
ing ever since. He was turned away from
his boarding house.
Yesterday afternoon he called at Kirs.
Gay’s and found her in the kitchen. He
said he had come to find some of his let
ters, and upon Airs. Gay* telling him to
get them and not come there again, he
fired three shots at her, one taking effect
in the left arm near the shoulder, shatter
ing the bone, and another in the palm of
the right hand.
Airs. Gay rushed from the house to a
neighbor’s. A doctor was called, and it
was decided to send her to the Massachusetts general hospital.
Officer Condon found Heylap upstairs in
the Gay house, lying on a bed unconscious.
with a bullet wound over his left temple,
The pistol was on the floor, and near it a
quart bottle, one-third filled with alcohol.
Heylan was taken to the jail.

CELEBRATED DISTILLATION OF

Pop Corn!
We handle the only original bottling.
F. G. T. burnt in cork. We deliver
from Boston store, or ship direct from
Cincinnati, in cases or in bulk.

On the first day of October, 1832, the
ie
house of Rev. John D. Witherspoon Scott,
a Presbyterian divine, president of the Oxc"
ford, Ohio, female college,was made happyy
by the birth of a daughter. In the Pres3_
byterian church at Oxford, Rev. Henryy
Little, a noted minister of that day, chris3‘
tened the infant daughter Caroline La--------—---------------------vinia Scott. Upon her marriage, Mrs.5.
Harrison appears to have dropped the midI-
AN OLD
WRATH
dle name and substituted for it her familyy
• name of Scott, and few persons knew thatX Jbeads Him to Ccmi I* an Assault Which
she ever bore the appellation of Lavinia.i.
May Cause HHs Victim’s Death.
Dr. Scott beloged to an old Pennsylvaniaa
Newton, Mass., Oct. 25.—Watertown
family, his birth occurring in Buckss street, Nonantum district, was the scene
county, that state, in the first year of thee II of an assault, which may result in the
century. When Dr. Scott’s daughter hadi ' death of John Foster, an employe of the
become a young woman Benjamin Harri* city of Newton in the highway departson, then a student at Oxford, fell in lovee ment. Foster is boss of a gang of pavers,
with her and his affection was recipro>- and last Saturday discharged several of
cated.
the men under him. Yesterday afternoon
John Scott Harrison, the father of thee he discharged several more. Some hot
Student, was too warm-hearted and liberal1 words followed, John Halloran being the
to lay by much of earth’s stores or even too most forward in his denunciations. Haltake a selfish care of what he received by7 loran became more and more excited, and
inheritance. The patrimonial estate had1 seizing the handle of a pickaxe which lay
diminished in acres and the family ex- near, dealt Foster a blow on the head.
chequer in cash under his management,♦ Foster fell to the ground unconscious. He
which left Benjamin to make his own way7 was taken to his home,where it was found
in the world. Mr. Harrison became a stu- that his skull was fractured. He now lies
dent at law in the office of Bellamy Storerr in a very critical condition, and there is
and Abram G. Wynn of Cincinnati, fin- but slight hope of his recovery.
ished his toilsome journey up the highway7
His assailant surrendered himself and
of jurisprudence, and, returning to Ox•’ was locked up. Halloran is 74 years of
ford, he, on October 20, 1853, made Missa age, and has been in the employ of the
Caroline Lavinia Scott his wife. The hapH city about fifteen years. He stated that
piness of their lives, commencing from1 he had no excuse for the act, and that it
that date, knew no diminution nor changee was done in a fit of temper. Foster is
until death came to separate them.
described as a quiet, inoffensive man.
The Prospects in Bife

of the young couple were not bright, butb
they were full of hope and with happy
hearts and willing hands they crossed the
threshold of life’s duties together.
The cash capital at the command of[
Benjamin Harrison when he began mar.
ried life and the practice of liis professiont
was $800, an advance on a lot in Cincinnatii
inherited through his aunt, who married[
James Finlay, a soldier of the War ofp
1812. Mr. and Mrs. Harrison began their.
domestic responsibilities in rooms in an(
Indianapolis boarding house.
In the summer of 1854 Mrs. Harrisont
paid a visit to her parents at Oxford, andL
there, on Aug. 12, Russell Harrison, their.
eldest child, was born. The young.
mother having returned in the autumn to’
Indianapolis, the husband rented a small
Louse and began life in earnest.^ his wife(
doing her own housework in a cottage of
three rooms. The steady gains In fame,
practise and pecuniary rewards in, two!
JI 28-TFH
years found Mrs. Harrison presiding <5Ver
a larger and more pretentious house.
Here their second and last child, Mary
Scott Harrison, was born. The couple
The First One She Saw.
steadily grew in the estimation of their
.
About 6 o’clock last evening Pri- neighbors and Mr. Harrison
I vate Secretary Halford said that Dr. GardAchieved Fame in Politics.
’ ner had stated had stated that Mrs. Har
In 1881 General Harrison entered the‘
rison might live until 8 o’clock.
Shortly afterward advices were received i tenate of the United States and Mrs. Harby wire at the White House that a story ;: rison became a member of that distinhad originated in the west that Mrs. I guished circle, the wives of senators,
the family came to the White House;
Harrison was dead. It gradually worked i When
Scott, who had resided here with his
its way east, and in a short time several Dr.
telegrams of condolence were received. Widowed daughter, Mrs. Russell Lord,,
Went to live with them, and, resigning hisi
Mr. Montgomery, in charge of the tele position
in the pension office, gave up all
graph department, immediately answered active duties
to enjoy the first leisure of a
the messages to the effect that there was busy life under
the White House roof.
no truth in the story and its circulation From that day until
stricken down with
I was premature.
her fatal sickness he was the object of the‘
At 7 o’clock a message was received tenderest
care
and
solicitude
the part
from John M. Scott, Mrs. Harrison’s of Mrs. Harrison and indeed ofonthe
entire!
brother, stating that he would leave Port household.
Townsend, Wash., at once. The family
The first break in the united circle was
had been endeavoring to reach Mr. Scott, the
of Mrs. Lord, which occurred
who was Mrs. Harrison’s only brother, Dec. death
Mrs. Lord’s serious illnessj
since Saturday, but bad been unable to lo began10,at1889.
where she was stay
cate him until yesterday. He had been ing ’with Nantasket,
daughter and where Mrs.
| absent from home on business. It will be Harrison Kher
visited also for a time. Mrs.
, I impossible for him to reach here before Harrison was
a long time recovering from,
Friday or Saturday.
this blow. The sisters were greatly at
The president passed the entire day at tached
and were always together as much
the bedside of his wife. He did not enter as possible.
the
office
portion
of
the
building.
In
the
'T71R0M Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Sour StomAt the beginning of the grip epidemic
Jj ach, etc., for you can be cured, no matter morning, during the two hours when it Mrs. Harrison shared the fate of her en
how chronic your case. I have made Stomach seemed that death was imminent, he
Trouble a special study for years, and by my stood over the bedside, holding the hand ,
tire household save the president. Before
system of home treatment thousands have
( was taken down, however, she nursed
been cured, including the most chronic cases, of his stricken partner, and breath by Bhe
, the rest, even her little grandchildren,
jam daily receiving testimonials from those breath they fought back the invader to- all
whose cases have been declared incurable. gecher, and won a few more hours of who
,
were extremely ill. Several times
Send 2c. stamp for symptom blank. Consulta earthly companionship. The result of the |
afterward she suffered again from all the
tion free. A. S. AYfiES, M.D., 271 High street,
long strain upon the president is a matter painful
,
Holyoke, Mass.
symptoms of the first attack, and
of serious concern to his friends, but it is especially
(
so last spring a year ago upon
believed that he will be able to endure it her
,
return from California, when she
to the end with the same confidence and brought
|
back with her a troublesome
trust that has made him such a consoler cough.
(
to others in hours of their deepest dis
Her Bast Illness
tress.
.
Wednesday, April 6, and but few
A few minutes before 8 o’clock Dr. began
friends have seen her since. For
Gardner ma?e his fifth visit of the day to of her the
invalid was not conscious of
the White House, as that had been the weeks
going on outside her own room,
probable hour fixed by him when a change anything
'and she knew
nothing at all of the events
would occur. In the meanwhile it was !of the Minneapolis
convention, nor of Mr.
learned that, for the third time in the Blaines
!
resignation, until the renomina
course of the day, Mrs. Harrison overcame |tion of Mr.
Harrison was an assured fact.
what it seemed must be
In Appearance
Fatal Nervous Attacks.
Mrs. Harrison was a type of matronly
Most of the family were at the supper ta beauty. In figure she showed the gener
ble, and were summoned thence to the osity
(
of nature and in mind nature’s equal
sick room. The patient, however, soon beneficence, expanded by training in the
tallied, and entered upon the sleep that acquirements
,
of a liberal education drawn
follows these incidents of the progress of from
.
the broadest opportunities. A lavish
the case. Marvelous is the only word that growth
.
of hair, silvered and floating in
fitly characterizes the vitality which Mrs. jcurly waves over a well shaped head and
Harrison displayed in these repeated at- ,ending in a graceful, coil, her regular
tacks.
features and dark, expressive eyes, formed
At Midnight
a picture of ripened womanhood. She
Mrs. Harrison was slowly sinking, the had a voice softened by the instincts of a
change in the previous hour and a half 'gentle nature and a crift of conversation
having been greater than at any time. Which, yvhile animated, was thoughtful.
The president had then been with her an
Two children survive her. The son, Rus
unbroken stretch of seven and a half sell, was graduated at Latar tte in 1877 as
hours.
|a mining engineer, and, ... addition to
While all the members of the family (other engineering work..has l>eeu connected
were surrounding the bedside the patient with the United States mints at New Or
was in a semi-conscious and motionless leans and Helena a.s assayer. He is now a
position, and these were indications that resident of Montana, where he has a cattle
an immediate dissolution was at hand. At ranch, and is also engaged in journalism.
daughter, Mary, married James R.
1 o’clock the doctor maae a nasty exami vsv The
'
tion and found that the respiration was McKee, a merchant of Indianapolis.
gradually decreasing,a^id there were other
Two Suspicions Deaths.
signs that the patient was in the throes of
Litchfield, Conn., Oct. 25.—Jackson •
death. He made an almost inaudible com- Tompkins
'
and a man by the name of
t munication to the bereaved ones, using Lavin
]
wepe foupcLdea-4 —— *•
I

Yon Need Sunur No Longer

Send lo Goo. DoM & Bra.

HE PREACHED

POLITICS.

When Remonstrated with Mr. Dickinson
of Wallingford Resigns.

New Haven, Oct. 25.—Wallingford is
disturbed over the attempt of the pastor
of the Congregational church to introduce political allusions into his discourses.
Rev. C. H. Dickinson, the preacher, has
been a staunch Republican until this
year, when he announced his intention of
joining allegiance to the Democratic
party. A month ago he delivered a Sunday morning sermon wfiich paid the highest tribute to Grover Cleveland, aud supplemented his efforts by giving another,
two weeks ago, which set forth all the
advantages of free tfade. A committee
remonstrated with him. Air. Dickinson resented the|tone used In advising/him to
limit the subjects be selected for his ser
mons, >and he has tendered his resignation.
________________
ON

THE TOP OF THE

HEAP. I

Boston Wins the Fifth Straight Game
and the Championship.

Boston, Oct 25.—It was a rousing cheer
that went up irom 2000 people yesterday
afternoon at- tie South End grounds about
4:30, after which the friends of the Boston
team rushed on to the field to congratulate the champions. The home team had
made it five straight victories from the
winners of the second series by the grandest ball playing ever witnessed in this
country. The heavy stiuin of a long season was
over, and the pUyers were jubilant. Oldtime players ant enthusiastic friends of
the boys crowdffi the dressing rooms to
(congratulate the winners. President So,
den,
in behalf of the directors, made the
players a presentof a $1000 check through
Manager Selee.
______
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Brick V ^men>y Out for Harrison.

New York, Oct. 25.—Mark M. (Brick)
Pomeroy, for many years well known as
the editor of the Lacrosse (Wis.) Demo
crat, has decided to vote for Harrison this
year. Cleveland’s enmity to silver, the
veteran Democrat declares in a long state
ment, compels him to take this course.
Mayor Grant Won’t Take It..

New York, Oct. 25.-—Mayor Grant has
declined the offer of $40,000 which had q
been offered him some time ago to assume
the presidency of a wbiskv concern.

nWhen Lee Surrendered.•
By SALLIE PATE STEEN.

CHAPTER L

She turned away, her eyes instinctivelyI
seeking the window opposite.
He was just vanishing over the brow’
of the hill when they came clattering»
along the dusty road. Heavens! WouldI
the broomstraw hide his tall young form1
from their searching eyes? With her■
arms about her mother’s waist Glen1
i strained her own sight to watch him,>
YOU NEED NOT FEAR while a sob rose in her throat. Maum
1
that people will know your liair is dyed if
Betsey, with her fat arms akimbo, stoodk
you use that perfect imitation of nature,
at the corner of the house, alternately
watching the disappearance of her oldest:
nursling and the rapid approach of a’
squad of cavalrymen as they drew nearer
It Imparts a flossy color and fresh life to the and nearer in a cloud of dust.
kair. Price. #1. Office, 39 Park Pl Ace, N. »
“My Gawd! Miss Ma’y, it is de’
Yanks, sho’ ’nuff,” she gasped, with her
eyes starting from her head. “I clar to1
graslius, dey's a stoppin’, and dar’s dat:
boy Nelse bangin’ on to de front gate1
an’ talkin’ to ’em, like as ef his black
hide ’ud tu’n a bullet. Wisht dey would
pepper him onct, ennyhow. I’ll give him
Yankee Doodle when I gits holt o’ him
again, see ef I don’t.”
A new fear pierced the mother’s heart.
Were the soldiers about to enter this de
fenseless home? But no; after a brief
consultation with Nelse the party
wheeled across the road and entered a
girve of live oaks just opposite the
mansion.
Nelse hung on to the gate with out
stretched neck and starting eyes untfi
the last blue coat was out of sight, and
then dropping off, sped like a bullet up
t^e avenue and around the house into
Maum Betsey’s wrathful presence.
“Lawdy!” he panted, nimbly dodging
a cuff which she directed at his ear. “Is
you seen dem Yanks, mammy?”
But before Maum Betsey’s ire could
burst forth, Glen left her mother’s side
and turned her stern young face inquir
ingly upon the boy.
“
aid ynn un
««cii, Heiser*
she asked.
“Lawdy! I ain’t done tell ’em nuffin,
Miss Glen. Hope I may die, ef I did.
Dey up an’ axed me who lived here, an’
I lole ’em jes you an’ ole Miss, an’
Missy—an’ me an’ mammy—since all
dem yuther niggers done runned off.”
“And what did they say then?”
Nelse writhed under her steady eye.
“Den dey tuk an’ axed me war dere no
gen’l’men ’bout de place, an’ I tole ’em
ole marster he done tuk an’ died fo’ de
wah—an’—an’ dat was all.”
“And you said nothing about your
young master?”
“Lawdy, Miss Glen, I hope I may die
ef I did,” his black body twisting in em
phatic denial. “You jes go an’ ax ’em,
ef you don’t b’lieve me, you jes go an’
ax ’em.”
But Maum Betsey was no longer to be
kept out of the conversation. “You
look heah, nigger.” She had managed
in the heat of the discussion to grasp the
wary Nelse by the shoulder and was
pushing him before her to the kitchen
doorway, near which they were stand
ing. “You jes lemme ketch you hang
in’ on to dat front gate agin, projeckin
wid Yanks, will you? An’ if ever I heah
a word out o* your black mouf ’bout
Mars Frank gittin’ away I’ll skin you
like a eel, boy. You heah me, don’t
you?”
As the pair disappeared Mrs. Helen
lifted her anxious eyes to her daughter’s
face. “Glen, do you think he told
them?” she whispered.
“I am afraid he did, dear, but moth
HORSES FOR SALE.
er, don’t give up so. They must have
No. 1.—Brown gelding, 4years old; 15.2; 1000 learned it sooner or later. They have
lbs. This is a very rich looking horse, one of made no move as yet to search for
the most pleasing roadsters, and can pace a him, and he is out of their reach now, or
*35 clip.
soon will be. He knows every foot of
No. ^.-Chestnut mare, 5 years old; 15 8; these woods and hills, and there are
1025 lbs. Handsome and bloodlike: very easy plenty of doors open to him. He will
and fast roadster; can show a ’50 clip.
not lack for food and shelter. Besides,
No. 3 —Bay mare, 4 years old; 15.3; 1050 lbs. we can still communicate with him, and
8he is very clean looking, nice coated, and they will surely not be stationed long
has a head and neck of rare beauty. She is a
free roadster, nice gaited, and fit lor carryall in this out of the way place. What a
or buggy.
mercy he escaped them.”
“But, oh, my child! think of the fear
No. 4.—Seal brown gelding, 10 years old;
15.1; 950 lbs. A horse of extremely nice pro ful outrages these straggling bands of
portion; very neat in every point; a very
powerful little horse, an untiring roadster, soldiers have committed through the
and can pace a ’35 clip.
country. Oh, if I had but been wise
enough to have sent you away, and kept
No. 5.—Beautiful dark gray gelding, 5 years only Missy with me!”
old; 16.2; 1060 lbs. A very shapy, fine looking
“Now, mother, listen. I am not
horse and roadster, suitable tor carryall or
buggy.
afraid of a whole regiment of Yankees,
No. 6.—Bay mare, 16 hands; 1100 lbs. ’50 clip and what in the world would you have
done without me? You must come right
No. 7.—Bay stallion, 6 years old; 15J; 1100 in now and have a cup of tea and lie
lbs. Can show mile better than 2 40.
down, and if Missy’s nap is out I’ll
bring her down to keep you company
No. 8.—Bay mare Rosa Morrill, 10 years old;
■ire, Winthrop Morrill; 1st dam by Dolbier’s while I watch the movemonts of th$
Rthan Allen, 2d dam by Flying Eaton, in oiue coarea gentry over in the grove a
foal to Bayard Wilkes. Has produced six little and keep my eye on Nelse, for he’ll
foals.
slip through Maum Betsey’s fingers like
No. 9.—All-Rosa. First prize winner at an eel, sure enough.”
Maine State Fair for standard bred foal of
But when her mother had been com
180|. Sire, All-So 2.20) (exhibition furlong
in
sec.). 1st dam, Rosa Morrill (see above). fortably established on the sitting room
3ofa with Missy, warm and rosy from
No. io.—Bay colt by All-Ro. 2.20); 1st dam, tier afternoon nap, chattering happily
Neltonia, by Nelson 2.10; 2d dam by Boyer’s beside her, Glen’s lighthearted show of
. Manjbrlno Pilot; 3d dam by Tom Hal; 4th fearlessness forsook her. Her anxiety
dam by Grey Eagle. Nelsonia was awarded
first premium for standard-bred brood mare took the form of restless wanderings over
of any age at Maine State Fair, 1892.
bhe house, whose every window com
Have many others for sale, Including large manding a view of the grove opposite,
bay inn re by Nelson, bay yearling by Nelson, irew her in turn like a magnet.
ooltA by Messenger Wilkes*2.23, Bayard Wilkes
It was a fine old house of red brick,
2 23) (exhibition furlong in 15 sec ), and brood
mares and foals by Maine's best stallions.
standing well back from the high road,
W rite for full descriptions.
surrounded by clustering trees and ap
proached by an avenue of magnificent
F. B. ELLIOTT,
cedars; but the grounds were no longer
•25-tfpv
BOWDOINHAM, MAINE trim and well kept, and the numerous

Tuffs Hair Dye

ELLIOTT’S

Maine Horse Agency.

one buildings were dilapidated and va- or sunermg irom tne ettects or exposure, act as an opening to some intercourse , nanas. on tne evening ot tne arrival or
s. I must ask shelter for him and for my a
cant. An air of neglect and loneliness,
with
the rest of her family he was des i the Union troops at the homestead he
n men.”
t
enhanced by its remote situation from
had barely escaped being made a pris
tined
to disappointment.
any town or village, hung about the
ie
He was not wholly unprepared for the
oner by receiving information of their
What
a
fine
network
of
dignified,
yet
place, and its interior corresponded but
it gentle courtesy of her reply.
exquisite, reserve these southern women coming, and since then ho had stead
too well with this external desolation.
“There are a number of vacant rooms could
c
weave around them! Day after fastly refused to leave the vicinity with
There had evidently been but few
w in the house,” she said. “They are at day Captain
Campbell found himself smil out orders, hoping to be able to carry
modem additions to the household bea- your disposal. Perhaps you had better ing
. at it, wondering
it, chafing at it. some information concerning the enemy
longings in late years. The furniture
re look at them to ascertain if they are His enforced term of at
idleness
a lonely to headquarters.
Was still handsome, but old and massive,
a, sufficient for your force. If not, I may country house was a sufficientin explana
And all this time Glen’s heart was
and the brilliant hues of the Turkey carr- be able to make other arrangements as tion to himself of any interest he might torn by a thousand fears. Her imagina
pets and the rich curtains had faded to
;o my family is small. I will send some take in his surroundings. Such an ex tion intensified the real dangers of his
sober and neutral tints. The bare floors
rs one to show you over the house.”
perience of boredom was enough to war situation, and the unsettled state of the
in some of the rooms were actually more
re
It was well that he could not hear the J.rant
the degree of pleasure he began to country, just before the close of the
cheerful, for they were waxed and rub3- troubled discussion which followed be- feel in
rare appearance of a girlish war, warranted in a great measure her
bed until they shone like mirrors, andd tween mother and daughter in the next form, orthethe
sound of a fresh young anxiety. He might be made a prisoner
when the fires were lighted in the openn room.
voice,
which
was not often audible. at any moment, or shot as a spy. Many*
fireplaces the flames glistened upon shini-
“I am most unwilling, Glen”---gSometimes he enjoyed the privilege of a night the girl awoke sobbing and pant
ing oak and danced on the polished sur
“But, mother, I am not at all afraid, g.
the grinning Nelse lead a fine old ing from frightful dreams, and the fact
face of old mahogany and multipliedd and there is no one else; your going is seeing
hunter
around to one of the side doors that the whole responsibility of the
themselves in the big brass andirons,s, out of the question. Maum Betsey would of
0 the mansion, and then he would watch household rested upon her shoulders—
that shone in rivalry of the brass candles- never mount the stairs with her ‘jints,’ breathlessly the breezy grace with which that upon her devolved the duty of sus
sticks upon the high, old fashioned mani- and Nelse would betray us on the first the
Virginia girl swung to her saddle. taining her timid and gentle mothertels.
landing. Set your mind, at rest. Missy He
jj learned in time that these afternoon rendered her position a thousandfold
As Glen wandered restlessly from room
n shall go wP* w ”
rrides
j
were not pleasure excursions. They more trying. When her brother left
to room, her home seemed towear a new
w
And so it came to pass that Captain were errands to the postoffice, about five home they had hurriedly fixed upon a
and unfamiliar aspect to her startled Campbell presently found himself fol- rrmiles distant, upon which Nelse was rendezvous where she might meet him
eyes. Suppose it should be invaded? It lowing a slender figure, which held a nnever trusted, and the captain soon suc- at certain times, but experience had
had always been so sure and peaceful aa lighted candle high in one hand, up a . c<
ceeded in approximating so exactly the taught her that her visits to the deserted
haven. Remote and secluded, only the
Le winding stairway and along a wyle hall, pperiod required for tlieir performance little shanty, deep in the woods, which
rumors of war had disturbed its inmates,s» with Missy toiling patiently in the rear, tl
that the twilight was almost sure to find they had selected, were not unattended
and the one member of the immediate
;e It was a strangely silent procession. His hhim at his window in time to watch the with dancer.
X \
I
family who had ever been called upon to
10 guide flitting on, with such quick, light rc
return—the thoroughbred skimping over
yield to its demands had thus far beenn footsteps before him, said nothing but a tl
the ground like a bird, while Glen’s lithe
singularly preserved from danger. But few words of explanation as they entered body swayed easily to his magnificent
its grim shadow had taken all the colorr one misty, closed up room after the other; stride.
out of the girl’s life. All her opportuni-l’ but he was sufficiently occupied in noting
ties had been sacrificed to it. Everyy the poise of her head, the turn of her q But never once did Captain Alan
promise of her opening girlhood had rounded wrist, the scant, soft folds of Campbell gain an opportunity of speak
ing to her after their first meeting. Iler
been blighted by it.
the gown that clung to her young shape, nmother
he saw almost daily, for her wom
“You were to have gone to school inn It was of some faint gray stuff—a moth- ai
’s heart was not proof against the fact
Philadelphia, dear,” her mother wouldd eaten heirloom of her mother’s, if he had an
^1
that a sufferer was lying under her roof,
say sometimes, passing her hand overr but known it—and her only adornment a]
the wounded young sergeant, who
Glen’s fine head caressingly, “and then11 was a cluster of carnations which Missy and
w
was wasting away with fever, had rea
abroad, if it had not been for the war;■3 had fastened at her sister’s throat a half gc
to bless her tender ministrations.
your father and I had planned it all.” hour ago. He thought he had never seen son
p
For awhile the captain found himself
Or, “There is no hope of your com-L’ colors so artistically blended.
jhoping
]t
that another gentle presence
ing out, or of our entertaining for you,b
“This is the ballroom,” she said, sud- Ir
brighten the sick room, but Mrs.
as we would once have done. It would denly stopping before a double door and might
j]
all have been so different if it had not throwing it open for him to enter. It Helen always came alone, and only once
did the captain meet his younger hostess
been for the war.”
was with a pang that she did so. Of all fface
a to face. It was one evening when
Of course these were but minor con“ the rooms in the house it was in this Missy,
entirely forgotten by her elders,
siderations, and the girl unselfishly feltt that she had dreamed the sweetest day fo.
them to be such. Were there not al- dreams. It had been used as a school had made one of her surreptitious visits
the soldiers’ quarters, and there, over
ways graver consequences to be la- room of late years, and an old blackboard to
cc
with drowsiness and an excess of
mented? Had not this insatiable warr and some forlorn desks in one corner come
sx
had fallen asleep in Captain
iin
“Oh. Frank, you must hnrry.n
snatched from them their all, whitened still bore witness to this profanation, but sweetmeats,
q
Campbell
’
s
arms.
He could not bear to
Of any personal peril she did not stop
her mother’s hair with untimely snow, a raised platform at one end for an or- w
>us to think, but there were scores of runaand torn son and brother from theirr chestra attested its true character, and waken her, and so, with her unconscious
h0 way or discontented slaves, eagerly look
arms? And just before her, as she0 the floor was as smooth as polished ivory. || little head resting against his breast, he
down the long hall and ventured
ed ing forward to their expected freedom,
reached the hall, was a sadder evidence0 There was a tradition in the family that strode
tc
to
knock
at
the
door
of
the
family
sitting
n8 who would gladly bear tidings of a Con
than these of its terrors.
Washington had once danced a minuet rc
federate soldier to those whom they conThe hall was a fine old entrance to aa upon its honored boards, and that here room.
It w$s opened by Mrs. Helen, who
ho sidered their best friends and liberators.
fine old house. Its oaken floor and richh Lafayette had bent the knee in stately
>n- But these papers must be delivered into
wainscot gleamed in the evening light, courtesy to some fair ancestress of the thanked him, with some gentle con
at her apparent oversight of the
;he her brother’s hands. She could not
and a curiously carved settle ran around1 Helens, but in all Glen’s young girlhood fusion
cchild.
j
He was not invited to enter, but
>ut breathe freely until this was done. It
three of its sides.
it had never echoed to the footsteps of 05
>se was late in the afternoon when she made
A few high backed chairs and one orr any dancers save those with whom her over the lady’s head he caught a glimpse
of Glen, and was not slow to interpret
ret her preparations for the long walk. It
two old tables with quaint spindle legsa fancy had peopled it.
her quick indignant glance at her little
tie was not safe to meet her brother until
constituted its meager furniture, but its8
“What a fine old room!” said Campbell sister in such a resting place. He had
ad night had fallen, but the moon would
noble proportions and rich carvings re‘ ' admiringly. He impulsively put out ge
that impatient brightness in her
ier rise on her homeward way, and her misdeemed it from bareness, and it was3 I, one foot to try the polished surface, and eseen
,
before, and he went back to spend1 a sion once accomplished she would know
sweet with the pine cones and wild flow-■ ., at the same time Missy, with her short eyes
re
night in the old ballroom, which
ch no fear. At last she was ready to set
ers of which Glen had yesterday rifled1 'i skirts daintily lifted in her chubby hands restless
g0
tiis otit. Missy put up her lips for a goodby
the woods. A bowl filled with earlyy j1 and her charming head held smilingly to some whim had led him to choose as his
sp- kiss, and her mother overwhelmed her
violets and pale primroses was placed II one side, advanced toward him with pret- own and his wounded comrade’s sleep
apartment. He was beginning to with whispered precautions and messages
directly beneath a portrait draped with .I ty mincing steps. He looked up, hoping to ing
CI
curse himself for the fancy. A veritable
ole to her boy. At last Glen was out of the
the sad Conf ederate flag, and looking up? I see her sister’s severe young mouth relax, sp
spirit of unrest paraded the ghostly old
>ld house and walking swiftly down tW
at the boyish face above her with all the9 j1 but there was a sudden whiz, the candle r()
in- long cedar avenue. As she passed through
fiery tragedy of a hopeless self devotion1 !' was dashed frnan her hand, and they were room. When the lights were extin
’and the sick man lay quietly
tly the great gates she noticed Nelse skulkwritten upon it, Glen read once moree in utter darkness. Glen uttered a faint gguished,
p
hi™,—
ir.
n^Jiind one of ibe tr^es, and sharply
frJrrough a mist of
XU© inscription 1 cry, there was a scream from Missy,
the syringa hedge just below the open
en ordered him back to the house.
beneath:
i for one brief moment the captain felt w
windows, filled the night with melody,
ly,
For a moment a suspicion of the boy
“Captain Helen, a brave soldier and a1 1 that these two youi/g creatures shrank ar
j
in- shot through her brain. He had been
gallant commander, fell in leading a' i toward him for protection, but Glen soon and in the pauses of his song the plain
tive cry of the whip-poor-will echoed
ed unusually surly of late and rebellious
charge at the battle of Antietam, Sept.* recovered herself.
cvv
across the wide lawn.
of authority, but this she had attributed
17, 18G9r”
t
“It was only a bat,” she said calmly,
;ht to the general disaffection which now
As she turned away, her eyes instinc and sure enough, when the candle was 6C)The air was filled with the sweet night
ad hung like a dark cloud over the relations
tively seeking the window opposite, found and relit, the ugly creature, scared scents of languishing spring flowers, and
captain, tossing on his couch, peo
jo- of slave and master. She dismissed the
which commanded a view of her foes, she3 from some dusty hiding place, was seen pthe
]( the room with half waking fancies.
pled
38. fear from her mind as she hurried onstarted with surprise and terror. A man1 circling and swooping over their heads. Q
r
in the uniform of a Union cavalry officerr But they had had enough of exploring. Once more the floor rang to the tread of ward. When she reached the wood the
ed f> sun was almost setting, and the dense
was making his way up the long avenue3 As they retraced their steps the captain dancing feet, and as the music throbbed
his own arms encircled a slender shape;
je; I shade q£ the trees made a twilight under
to the house.
.
insisted
upon
holding
the
candle
and
or
th their thick boughs. She had advanced
Before she had time to collect herself leading the vay, and Missy clung con- or, in that alcoved window filled with
while the moon hung low in but a few steps—the hut was still far
she heard the jingle of spurs outside,’ fidin^ly to his hand, in spite of her sis- shadows,
nd out of sight, and its occupant, if he had
and a peremptory hand knocked at the ter’s whispered remonstrances. When aa tender sky, his clinging lips found
hers. In his dreams he shook with the
he already come, far out of hearing—when
door. It was barred and bolted. Be' they
reached
the
head
of
the
stairs
the
gv;
agony of the caress—and the neat
at she was startled by a rustling an the
fore Glen had crossed the floor to open! small witch pvt up her arms with a plea sweet
m(
he laughed mockingly at its
its bushes behind her. It was some wild
it she was herself again. As she stood to be “carried” which could not be re- morning
re<
animal, she told herself—a squirrel, a
with one hand still upon the bolt con Bisted, and before Glen could interpose recollection as he made his toilet.
“Surely this languid air and this idle
Lie snake, possibly, gliding through the unfronting her visitor the instinct of hos the captain hai shifted his candle to the
d, dergrowth. If—her heart stood still at
pitality, as old as her race itself, forced left hand and swung her up to his life have fired my blood,” he said,
stretching himself. “I no longer won
n- the thought—it were anything else, it
r sentence from her unwilling lips.
’
shoulder
with
his
strong
right
arm,
to
“Will you come in,” she asked coldly her great glee ind delight. All the way der at southern sentiment. I need a ten
an were equally perilous to advance or remile march through Virginia pipe clay,
but not ungraciously. An instinct as
y. cede. She turned swiftly to face tho
the long staircase Glen bit her lip under
un
a pouring sky, to shape me up
ip danger. Diredtly before her, creeping
strong, the instinct of homage to her sex* down
the sight of the small, dark head rest- a
„
again.
If my orders don’t come this
tis along in the bushes, her quick eyes disand her beauty, stirred in the man before. at
ing
so
contentedly
against
the
blond
week I shall be a proper subject for irons
ns covered the crouching form of Nelse.
her. With bared head and a profound one and when Missy’s evening ablutions an
“Nelse,” she called, her voice shaking
bow, he accepted her invitation. His face were performed some hours afterward, and a court martial.”
And at the same early hour Glen was
as with scorn and anger. The old habit of
was very young, Glen thought quickly— her left cheek and her pink right palm
in the hall beneath him, engaged in her
er obedience was too strong upon him for
as young as the pictured face just op were scrubbed so vigorously as to cause m<
morning
tasks
of
sweeping
and
dusting,
g,
open resistance, and he slouched forposite. Her eyes had noted the captain's5 complaint.
When she came to say her with Missy, elevated on one of the taa- ward,
cringing under her blazing eyes,
epaulettes upon his shoulders, and his* prayers at her
sister
’
s
knee,
Glen
stumbles, gravely watching her.
but his rebellion was not quenched.
courteous manner reassured her.
,
bled
at
the
sublime
plea
for
forgiveness
<
v-
“Don’t yer hit me, Miss Glen,” ho
“May I speak to the lady of the house?” — -as we forgive those who trespass jn,“Missy,” said Glen, suddenly throw
ing down her brush and putting her
er
whined.
‘Tse mos’ free now, I knows I
he asked; “or, perhaps”---us”—and hurried on, with a lump ar]
arms about the child, “do you know
w
is,
and
you
dasn’t hit me. ’Deed you
Glen motioned him to a chair. “IfB; ‘ against
w
]
what
mother says? that you must
st dasn’t.”
you will be seated, I will call my in her throat, to an additional petition.
never, never go into the soldiers’ rooms
mother,” she said, and left the room.
as
“You should answer for this, if a w hole
again. Do you understand me? Do you
Now, if you had told Captain Camp
)u regiment of Yankees backed you,” she
know that they are bad, wicked men,
n, Baid. “Now go.”
bell ten minutes before that this would
be his method of approaching a south
Missy; that they have taken everything
ig
And Nelse needed no second bidding.
ern household he would have laughed
away from us, and that they are keepp~ He sprang away like a deer, and his
you to scorn. He had already planned
ing Brother Frank away from home, and
id mocking laugh came back to the girl’s
this “move.” He had meant simply to
poor mother breaking her heart about
it startled ears. But she had not a mostate to the owner or owners of the man
him? And Missy,” Glen’s face darkened
?d ment to lose. She understood too wel 1
sion that he required certain accommo
as she lifted the child in her strong
ig what his next move would be. He had
dations for his men in general and for a
young arms and held her up to the
ie gone back to the house to inform upon
wounded comrade among them in par
dipped portrait above them, “don’t you
►u her. There was a short cut which she
ticular. This was to be done in that
know that they killed Uncle Matt, our
ir had not taken, on account of its public
;n Ity nd of this ne and they who re
curt, businesslike manner which be
dear father’s youngest brother?” Glen
st turned with him would avail themfitted a Union officer upholding his
waited to watch the effect of this last
fct selves. Of this new complication she
government when addressing a rebel.
statement, but it was certainly not what
And behold, a pair of beautiful eyes,
•d dared not tell her brother. She knew
she expected. Missy had evidently heard
which had looked up fearlessly into his
4 his rash impetuous temper, and that
the story before, and in her eyes it had
own, had suddenly changed his tactics.
:q rather than allow her to encounter any
lost some of its tragic features. There
The charms of the room into which he
31- darwer aJone he would simnlv wait
was actually a judicial severity in her
had entered completed ttie transforma
face as Glen put her down.
tion he was undergoing.
?
Continued on Page 7
“No, they didn’t, Glen; indeed they
There was little in it to attract a ma
iidn’t,” she declared.
rauding soldier—there was much that
“What do you mean, Missy?*
appealed to the refinement of a man
ballroom^ she said, sud “Because I asked him,” the child said
who in camp and bivouac had longed for ftThi8 is thedenly
stopping.
triumphantly. “I brought him in here
all the sweet amenities of home, and
been none the less brave for the longing. , “And now, Missy, don’t forget—God one day when you were away, and I
and Frank and Glen and Baid, ‘Did you—kill—my poor, dear un
He reveled in the scent of the pine logs Maum
.bless mother
Betsy.
”
cle?’ ” Her exact imitation of her sis
flickering softly on the hall hearth and ‘
“And the Yankee man,” Missy added ter’s tones gave the girl a sobbing, hys
mingling their perfume with that of the
with such exquisite innocence terical desire to laugh.
violets and primroses upon the quaint gravely,
>
“And what did he say?”
old tables. He even longed to touch a in
■ her serious eyes that the girl could but
“He said”—missy’s eyes grew solemn
bit of feminine lace work which was re bow her head at the soft amen.
When the captain and his men moved as she raised her right hand and repeated
flected in the polished surface of one of
their new quarters Missy went over In a whisper—“ ‘God knows I did not,
them, upon which it lay. When he rose into
■
at the entrance of the lady of the house body and soul to the enemy. Aside from my dear little onef ”
And Glen, suddenly bending down,
he bent before her with even greater the flattering devotion of which she
kissed
the innocent face that had grown
gradually
Warne
the
object,
there
were
reverence than that with which her J
considerations which appealed to Bo awed at the recollection of that oath.
daughter had inspired him. Surely she other
!
But other things even more important
resembled his own mother, perhaps not her
J as strongly. The captain had learned
in feature, but in that exquisite likeness to
1 coax her affections by catering to her than the fact of Missy’s defection
for dainties—sweet crackers, pre weighed upon the girl’«-mind. A crisis
of expression which all tender mothers taste
1
served
ginger and other luxuries not un had suddenly arrived in the family af
bear to each other.
|
to an officer’s table—and the fairs. The instructions which termi
“Madam,” ho said, “I have no apology known
'
to offer for my intrusion but the fortunes pretty gourmand was feasted and petted nated her brother's short furlough and
of war. Your woods afford but a sorry to
1 her heart’® content. But if hur humble the orders for which he had waited had
and adtnirer imagined for an in at last arrived, and Glen was feverishly
asylum at this wet season, and a wounded slave
1
that her naive friendliness might anxious to convqy them safely to his
fellow officer under my charge is afraid stant
1

He was foaled In 1869, was got by
He
Ip
jp
was bred by George Fnlsom of Winthrop
---------- AND--------Me., and the first time we saw him, he was
as
owned at the Fearnaught Farm, Manchess-
ter, by the old firm of Wright & Norcross.
He was afterwards sold to E. C. Walkerr
Consolidated April 20th, 1892.
,11
then of Coldwater, Mich., sii.co then well
11
Published Weekly and entered at the Post known as “Veritas,” manager of thee
office at Auburn, Me., as second class
r0
eastern department of the
Chicago
matter.
Horstman.
Walker
Morrill
is
a
full
brother
3r
Vrarly Subscription Price for 1892, $1.50
•d
in Advance; $2.00 if not Paid Within to Sam Curtis 2 28, and is highly prized.
in
Maryland
as
a
stock
horse.
He
was
first
sc
Three Months.
if
oalled Winthop, and is so recorded in our
W. THO.}LP8()N, Editor. Vol. I Noted ^laine horses pag ■ 213.
feet.

Turf, Farm and Home, I Winthrop Morrill; dam by Old Eaton,

Hue Horse Breeders’Nl olhly

jr.

*
Newspaper Decisions.
1. Any person who takes a paper regularly
from the office—whether directed to his name or
another’s, or whether he has subscribed or not—is
responsible for the payment.
2. If a person orders his paper discontinued he
must pay all arrearages, or the publisher may continue to send it until payment is made and collect
the whole amount, whether the paper is taken
from the office or not.
The courts have decided that refusing to take
frAwapapcra and periodicals from the office, or re
moving and leaving them uncalled for, is prima
acie evidence of fraud.
TELEPHONE CALL, 14-3,

Auburn, Me., Friday, Oct., 28,1892.
AUBURN DAILY GAZETTE.
The only daily in Auburn. Population of
town 11,000. Capital of Androscoggin CounThe liveliest daily in Maine. Terms by
mail $5.00 per yesr; carrier $6.00.
■' ...
•
•" •"
A great surprise was in store for the
spectators at Nashville, Tenn., on Thursday, when Greenleaf and Hamlin’s Nightingale, beat Martha Wilkes In the $5000 2.19
stake.
Martt.» Wilkes won the first heat
in 2.13, and was then beaten as above, although the race was postponed after three
heats until tne next day. Martha Wilkes
was evidently not in condition, and had to
be content with third money.
* * * *
M. T. Pooler of Skowhegan has sold
the black mare Tid Jefferson^S.27%,to Mr.
Dutton of Boston.
ty

♦

♦

♦

♦

Stanley won the 2.26 class at Saugus on
Thursday in a fighting race of six heats.
♦

♦

*

♦

Fourteen different colts by Messengar
Wilkes, have won thirty-three races, ten of
which have been won this season.
*

»

•

•

The youngest sire of two in the 2.30
ist is Axtell 2.12, foaled in 1886 by Wil*iam L, dam by Mambrino Boy. He is the
sire of ^Axle ‘\26% and Elloree 2.26. Both
being two-year-olds.
♦

♦

♦

*

The youngest sire of four in the 2.30
list is Egotist 2.22% foaled in 1885, by
Electioneer; dam Sprite by Belmont. lie
is the sire of Birdie 2 27%, Conqueror (2
yrs) 2.26, Betsy Britton 2.29% and Mil$*d 2.29%-i
* * * *
Dolly H 2.28% by Gen. Lightfoot. Betty
2.28% by Dictator Chief, EmmaE ta 2.29,
by Antioch, and Nana 2.25% by Eclair
and Joseph R. 2.28%, by Knox Telegraph
are added to our 2.30 list this week.
* * • •

The career of Messenger Wilkes, owned
at Maple Grove Farm as a sire has been so
remarkable that we have gleaned a few
facts for our readers. He was foaled in
1883, and consequently is now nine years
of age. He is by Red Wilkes, son of
George Wilkes, and his dam is Rena C., by
Messenger Chief. Following is his list of
colts trotters at different ages, and theor yords they have made.
Yearlings, half-mile records: Palm,
1.29%, Mattie Wilkes, 1.33; Grenadier,
1.28%; Naila, 1 27; Doris, 129% Records
at cue mile: Palm, 3.12%; Grenadier,
2.48% ; Naila, 2.55.
Two-year*olds : Palm, 2.33; Mattie
Wilkes, 2.42% ; Grenadier, 2.40.
Three-YmAR-OLDS : Palm. 2 28% ; Nar
ka, 2.46%; MoraDda, 2 55; Lola Wilkes,
2.59%.
Four-year.olds : Gena Briggs, 2 28;
Narka, 2.29; Jim Gray, 2.52.
The youngest sire of a 2.30 trotter is
Lancelot 2.28 foaled in 1887 by Messenger
Duroc dam Green M mntain Maid. He is
the sire of Leone (lyr) 2.30.
♦

♦

♦

♦

Rockefeller, by Electioneer, and full
brother to Campbells Electioneer, 2.17%,
has made a good showing, during the short
time he has been in Maine, as the following list will show : At one-year-old Granieta made a half mile record of 1 30% and
a mile record of 3.06%, and McAlroy a
half-mile record of 1 36. At two years of
age Granieta made a record of 2.59%,
Easter Maid 2.55%, Calcalli 2.57%.
At
three years Granieta made a record of
2.42%, Easter Maid 2.45, and Calcalli 2 33
At four years Granieta reduced her record
to 2.25^.

*

*

♦

tn
Nine horses with records ranging from
t
2.19% to 2 29% are owned in the city of
>f
Auburn and may .be seen any day. Tbtyy
are The Seer, 2 19%, owned by II. Wesleyy
Hutchins; Themis, 2.25: Lady Redwood4
2.27 and Narka 2.29, owned at the Colt
F; rm, and Messenger Wilkes, 2.23; Gran1-
(
ieta (4) 2.25%; Gene Briggs (4) 2 28;
I’
Palm, 2 28%, and Ben V, 2.29%, owned
A
at Maple Grove Farm. Can any city in
New England of anything like the same
population show as many?

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
Canton, Me.—Is the dam of Wilkes by
Kentucky
Clay, or American Clay, andd
J
iwhat is the breeding of these horses?
Answer—B American Clay, 2d dam byy
j Idol. Kentucky Clay was by Cassius M
|
Clay
Jr., 22; dam, the dam of Lady
r
Thorne
2.18%. American Clay was by
the same horse ; dam by imported Tranby;
<2d dam by Aratus; 3d dam by Josephus,s’
(etc. Idol wa8 by Mambrino Chief; dam
]
by
American Eclipse. Wilkes was by,y
Alcyone whose dam was by MambrinoQ
i
Patchen;
2d dam by imported Australian.K
jHere is thoroughbred blood enough to satis9y the most exacting.

M. V. M. A. MEETING.
The initial meeting of the Main? Veteri[,
nary
Medical association was hedd at thee
1
Preble House, Portland, Oct. Il, 1892. It
ft
j
has
always been supposed that enough vett.
erinarians to f )rm an association io this18
ssta e’could not be found but there are now
yr
t
twelve
veterinarians in the state, and aa
j
large
percentage of them attended thee_
jPortland meeting. The object of this as-'■
e
8sociation is t ie advancement of a true
knowledge of veterinarv science among its>8
1members.
The officers elected for the ensuirg yearr
are
a as follows:
President, Dr. George H. Bailey, Port>
land;
vice president, Dr. F. W. Hunting' 
1
ton,
Woodfords; secretary, Dr. H. H.
t
Choate, Lewiston; treasurer Dr. A. Joly,’
Waterville.
The president appointed the following
ccommittee on by-la »s :
Dr. W. S. Lord, Portland, Dr. H H
Choate.
(
Dr. Joly; committee on creden-■
tials:
Dr. F. |V. Huntington, Dr. C. T.\
f
Dwinal,
Mechanic Falls, I)r. A. Joly.
1
The next meeting will be held at thep
DeWitt
Ho use, Lewiston, Jan. 10, 1&93
1
H, H. Choai'e, Secy.
------ :-------------------

BELLEVILLE ». Y.
Belleville, N. Y.—Breeders of trotp
tmg
stock in Jefferson county have reasonD
t feel proud of the great success upon thee
to
ttrack of the trotting and pacing product of,f
t
their
county during the past two seasons.
The dam of last season’s reigning queen,1,
c
Sunol
2 08%, was sired by Gen. Benton
t
bred
by Horace Benton, Ellisburgh, Jeffer-The state champion threee
ason county.
year old for 1891, Belmont Prince 2,17%,b»
a
and
Benton Wilkes 2 32% at two yearss
vwere also bred and owned in this county.
This season they point with pride to the
ggreat champion pacer Mascott with a racee
r
record
of 2 04 as a product of old Jeffer-._
sson.
In addition to Mascott this year thee
t
three-year-old
stallion Benton Wilkes 2.27
iin a race over a half mile track claims thee
attention of horsemen to another possiblee
rrecord breaker from this county in tuenearr
future, as he has shown ability in a racee
v
with
aged horses to trot a first-class track
. 2.15 or better. The extreme speed off
in
tthe above mentioned horses with the greatt
promise of a number of two-year-olds andJ
yearlings
being developed in 1892 goes farr
j
to
t demonstrate the breeders of Jeffersonn
county
can produce first-class race trotters*3
c
and
record breakers fully equal to Califora
nia
r and Ken sucky; although our county iss
on
c the extreme northern border of New
fork
state with its long and cold winters.
1

Fred Hopkins of Mt. Vernon, has a
good looking five months old colt byy
y
Severy
’s Rob Roy by Cushnoc; dam by
'
Whalehone
Knox.
This
colt
is
a
full
II
1
brother
to the very promising filly Topsy,
79
1
)•
'owned by J. A. Randlett oi the same town.>Mr. Hopkins also has a good acting threefilly by Messenger Diomed, by
Woodbrino, owned by B. D. Whitcomb year-old
j
Sheppard; dam by Jack Rysdyk.
of Boston, promises to be a great sire. He Jack
»
has added four to the 2.30 list this year.
We have always admired bis stock.
HYDEVILLE, VT.
*

«

*

*

Hydeville, Oct. 20.—A’two days’ bene‘
fit race meeting of the Bomoseen Drivingg
ie
Park association beg^n here today on the
1(j
jnew track. The weather was pleasant and
the attendance fair.
Jumbo Wilkes, aa
;
ig
four-year-old,
won the 2.30 race, taking
1three out of the four heats and ^making the
e
j
tn
last
mile in 2.28%. Capt. Edward Bowman
(of Rutland, announced that this was the
10
in
besc time ever made by a four-year-old in
♦ • ♦ ♦
Vermont at the first meeting on a new
w
Glenarm 2.23%, has been sent away for) track. Mr. Bowman also says that the
le
the winter, the first one he has ever passed track, grand stand and judges’ stand are
re
away from his owner’s stable. He is with among the very best in New England or
George P. Dearborn at West Cumberland, northern New York and that the people of
}f
Me.
the place and nffisers of the association dee-
♦ » ♦ »
serve mach praise for sparing no pains in
in
A horse that is occupying a prominent
making the track and buildings so excellent.
place as a sire in the vicinity of Baltimore,
>y
Cai t. Bowman was highly complimented by
Md., where he is owned, is known as
the
officers
for
the
way
he
handled
the
16
Walker Morrill. He is a bay horse with
white stripe in the face and three white horses.

Mr. A. K. Perkins of Skowhegan, has
sold bis chestnut gelding Duster, to C. W.
Lasselle of Whitinsville, Mass., for $1,900.
Duster was foaled in 1886, got by Cunard
Jr., 2 28%. At the Maine State Fair at
Lewiston he trotted an exhibition half-mile
in 1.10%, and could have had a record of
2.80 or better this season if his owner had
wished it.

ras
Besides the horse races today there was
a^peg race that caused lots of fun.
Summaries of the races follow:
3.G0 class, trotting :
Billy Lincoln b c by Columbus Sher
man, Edward Benneti,
1111
Jvnnv Litid blk m by Sciota, A. V.
F» her,
3 2 2
Vuell b g by Red Wilkes, Bolder
V Brothers,
2 3 33
Pag sr g by Walk ill Chief, Pineoliff
st >ck farm,
4 4 44
li ghland D g s by Benson Highland,
J .me. Dovle,
5 5 55
Nellie M blk m by St. Julian, C. H.
Miller,
6 6
Time, 2.48%, 2.44, 2 46.

MAINE 2.30 LIST FOR 1892.

Walter D., ch h, by Palmer Horse;
darn by Winthrop Morrill,
2.26%
Young Watchmaker, blk h, by Watch
maker; dam t>y Constellation,
2.30
Lizzie L , blk ni, by Thomas Carlyle;
dam Clytie by Ledo,
2.27%
Naumkeag, b h, by Lexington,
2.28
H. P. E., br g, by Gen, Ga«hald,
2.29%
McKusick, b h, by Olympus; dam Lady
Burns, by Burn’s Trotting Cnilders, 2.26%
Silver Street, b m, by Nelson; dam
by Somer.-et Knox,
2.25
Mollie Withers, gr m by Gen.
Withers; dam by Gideon,
2.30
'T. Croix, b h, by Wilkes; dam Z ilah
2.30 cla^s, trotting aud pacing:
by Gidton,
2.28%
Jumbo Wilkes ch s Dy Victor Wilkes,
W. J. Howes,
2 1111 Wilkesmont, blk h, by Kaiser; dam by
Gen. W thtrs,
2.27%
Bessie C sr m by Aurora, Thomas
G rrigan,
12 2 33 Fred Wilkes, b3h, by Wi<kes; dam by
School Boy ch s by Meander John
9
Onward,
2.29%
Bolger,
3 3 3 2 Frenchman,
g, by McDonald’s
Tune, 2.30&, 2.30, 2.28%, 2.28%.
Frenchman,
2.24
Colt racf4, four-) ear-olds:
Haroldson, b h, by Prescott; dam Queen
Dana Wilkes b s by Victor Wi kes,
by Black Diamond,
2.29%
W. H. Streeter,
111
, ch m, by Harbinger; dam by
Ha tie Wdkes, L. W. Cutts,
2 2 29 Hallie
Monte Chri'to,
2.26%
Maggie H b m by Mountain Boy,
George R. Rannv,
3 3 33 Mahlon, blk h, by Alcantara; dam by
Thomas Jefferson,
2.22%
Time, 2.53%, 2,43%, 2.43%.
Hydeville, Oct. 21.—The second day Granieta, br m, by Rockefeller; dam
by Messenger Knox,
2 25%
of the races given by the Bomoseen Drivv“ Themis, b m, by^Achilles; dam by
Volunteer,
*
2.25
ing Park association was another big succ-
)y Young Pilot, ch h by Black Pilot; dam 2yi----------------------------------------------cess. The free-for-all race was won by
?e by Col. Ellsworth
2.22%
Rath Wilkes, by Victor Wilkes, in three
Tid Jefferson, blk m. by Alexander jy
Democratic Fusion Postponed.
I
straight heats. She made the third heat 1D
in
Jefferson,
2.27%
O
maha, Oct. 26.—For some time the
2 28%, which breaks the track record. The
:1G Fred Lothair, ro h by Loth lir,
2.29%
/4 leading Democrats of Nebraska have been
two-ytar-old race was won by Madge Dinah, blk m, by Norway Knox: dim
discussing the advisability of withdrawby Tom Pitcher.
2 28% ing the entire state and electoral ticket
Wilkes, another Victor Wilkes colt iinn
, b m, by Messenger Wilkes;
and combining with the Alliance, thusi *Appalling Accident on the Great
straight beats.
Her best time was 2.34%. Narka
dam by Hampton,
2.29
throwing the presidential votes of the
which breaks the two-year-old record for aa Lady Redwood, b m by Redwood,
Northern Railroad.
2.277
state to Weaver. A meeting to leftrn the
Vermont half-mile track.
The judges
es Iona S., ch m. by Albrino; dam by
feeling on the subject was held here. One
r,
Daatel Boone’
2.29% element desired to keep all candidates in
were Capt. E. Bowman of Rutland, starter,
of Gene Briggs, b h,by Messenger Wilkes;
the field to encourage the party elsewhere. COLLAPSE
(
OF THE FALSE WORK
Smith Sherman of Castleton, F. Farrell of
, dam by Altnon’,
2.283
Others favored abandoning the field. It
Hampton, N. Y. E. D. Keyes of Rutland
was finally decided, after a stormy discus1 Dr. Franklin, Jr.» blk h, by Dr.
was timekeeper. The races resulted thus8:: Franklin; dam by Hamlet,
2.265
sion, to postpone the matter until a few
the Structure Results in the Death
days before election. It is stated that the Under
1
Dolly H, b m, by Gen. Lightfjot; dam
Summaries.
3%
whole
ticket
will
be
withd
rawn.
Brighton
Giil,
2.28%
of
Seven
Men—Five Fatally Injured.
2.40 class; trot and pace.
Betty, b m, by Dictator Chief; dam by
Boston’s Big Voting List.
The Victims Thrown in Every Direction,
School Boy ch s by Meander,
Onward.
2 28%
John Bolder,
4 3 3 2 33
Boston, Oct. 26.—Precisely at 10 o’clock
Some Being Buried Under Ties and
2.29
Pug sr g by WalkillChief,
3 4 4 4 4 Emma Etta, br m, by Antioch,
last night the registration books at the
Dana Wilkos b s, by Victor
Joseph R, b g, by Knox Talegraph,
central office closed, and the voting list Rails.
Wilkes, W. H. Streeter,
212 11 1
dam by Dauiel Limbert,
2.28% for 1892 was complete. It will be pleasing
Jenny Lird blk m by Sciota,
9 Nellie D.,br m, by Ro linson D.; dam
Spokane Falls, Wash.. Oct. 26.—An
news to politicians to learn that the regisA. V. Fisher,
12 13 22
byDanRydsyk,
2.28
accident occurred on the contration in Boston for 1892 is the largest Ippalling
I
Time, 2.45, 2.40, 2.45, 2.43%, 2.37.
Josie Campbell, b m, by Dom Pedro;
that has ever been attained. When the >Itruction line of the Great North »rn road,
Free-for-all.
dan by Winthrop Morril,
2.25% last name had been entered upon the sup- rresulting in the death of seven men and
Ruth Wilkes ch m by Victor
plementary list last night it was found f
! Dirigo Jim, b g, oy Dirigo,
2.28J
Wilkes, W. J. Howes,
1 1 1 Ida K., b m, by Lo hair Jr.,
that there had been 1007 voters registered at fatally injuring five more, and seriously
2.255
,
Jumbo,
by Alorgan Etuan, J. K. P.
six others.
at the central office yesterday morning, injuring
1
Pacers.
Pine,
2 2 33
The dead are: John Leonard, conductor;
j
when
there
were
84,250
on
the
list,
making
Highland L. g s by Highland Gray,
Daily Xetos, b g, by Franklin,
2.20
a total of 85,2(50. This is a gain of about 16,- JJohn Johnson. James Wright, Daniel
S. H. Smith.
3
2 Belle Chase, b m, by Robinson D., dam
000 over the’registration last year.
5Waksux, Nels Nelson, J. Brady, A. Olsen.
Time, 2.30%, 2.30%, 2.28%.
by
John
Bunjao,
2.27%
*Armed Guard for a Negro Orator.
The last six are laborers.
Colt race, two-years-old.
Cobden Boy, b g, bv Cobden; dam by
The fatally injured are: J, Gilman, back
Wilkes ch m by Victor Wilkes
Atlanta, Oct. 26.—Thomas Watson’s
!Madge
j
Winthrop
Morrill,
2.28%
W. J. Howes,
1 1
and both legs broken; J. Robertson,
latest
attempt
to
keep
himself
before
the
a
Jennie J , br m, by Daniel Boone,
2 27% public is a body guard of 200 armed fol- s
j
Bachelor
Wilkes b s by Victor Wilkes,
skull fractured; G. Nelson, chest crushed
Dr. D, J. Fitzgerald.
2 22 Winslow, b g, by Lothair Jr.,
?«26%
’lowers. Watson lives just outside of ji and
a
both arms broken; J. J. Campbell,
Time, 2.43%, 2.34%.
Patrol,
b
g,
by
Cons
’
clla'ioa,
2.28%
Thomsonville.
Sunday
and
Monday
night
gstruck in abdomen with steel rails, en
______________ ___
Lothair Boy^o p, by Lothair Jr.; dam by
j
he
had
at
bis
home
a
negro
named
Doyle,
t
The great value of Hood’s Sarsap trilla as a
Brown Harry,
2.19
who is stumping the district with him, trails protruding; J. Linville, head
remedy
catarrh is vouched by thousands Nana, br m, by Eclur, sou of Gen.
1of peoplefor
.
1Z
and-whose
incendiary language has caused ccrushed and body terribly lacerated.
whom it has cured.
Kn?x,
2.25%
The seriously injured are: George Nel
72 him trouble. On account of what has
been said about Doyle by Democrats 8son, Charles Anderson, Robert Anderson,
NORRIDGEWOCK, ME,
Ladles Who Bloat.
throughout the district, Watson claimed A. Maxwell, C. James and Henry Paine.
The track-laying crew had finished work
there was a likelihood of the negro being
Elmwood Park. Oct. 12; purse $100; 2.40
What
a
great
number
there
are;
how
un

(class.
molested. Two hundred men gathered rup to Wenatchee river, and had started to
comfortable it makes them ; it is almost im

lay
rails across that stream. The east ap
ny there and all night long they kept watch
jMollie Bawn ch m by Har
possible for those affiic ed to enjoy life. In my
proach and the first span were crossed
1U
r
around
the
hom
e
of
Watso
n.
P
binger,
4 5 5 1 1 1 private practice I have always found Sulphur
safely. When the middle of the second
Itada
b h by Victor Jr.,
2 112 2 2 Bitters to be the bast remedy. All who are
Lre
Consolidation in Oregon.
gspan was reached the false work under the
!
thus troubled should use it. Mrs. Dr. Childs
,
Black
Max blk h by Tom
Ds’
Portland, Or., Oct. 26.—Fusion be- bridge collapsed, and the track machine,
Patchen Jr,
1 2 2 3
33 Boston.
tween the Democrats and the People’s together with two carloads of ties and
Joker
b gf,
3 4 6 4 dr
j
Party has been completed. Colonel R. A. three cars loaded with rails, fell into the
Diana b m,
5 6 4 6 dr
A SPIRIT OF LAWLESSNESS
<
Miller was taken from the Democratic river,
r
Gen.
Fea; naught ch h,
^6 3 3 5 dr
sixty feet below. The m^en were
Time,
A-UU.J4,
2 2^14.
electoral ticket and I. N. Pierce, one of thrown in every direction, and some of
L.,.. Aroused at Homestpnn
-------- wy
<. v-**
2.41%.
-Piirtjr electors, subs tit ut-ed. them buried under ties and rails, with the
Ld
terances of a Lawyer.
This was followed by the withdrawal of above
a
Same Day—Purse $100;-2.32 class; trot and
result.
___ t
pace.
Homestead, Pa., Oct. 26.—The case of another Democratic elector. The mem(Guy C br g,
1111 James Holleras, who was charged with bers of the two parties will give their
BATTLE OF ELEPHANTS.
Dotty Dbm,
4
22 disorderly conduct and resisting an officer,
r, votes to two Democrats and two People’s
of Two of the Mammoth Beasts
Combine gr m,
2 dis
re Party candidates. The leaders of both Enmity
1
came up for adjudication before Squire
(
Golddust
ch g,
3 dis
Causes a General Row.
as parties are confident.
Eoffner yestqpday. Attorney Jorffes was
Colonel T br g,
4 dis
retained by the defense. In his plea for
Peru, Ind., Oct. 26.—A battle royal oc
'
or
Toomey Steps Out.
Time, 2.36%, 2.33%, 2.33.
the culprit he made the utterance “that
at Wallace winter quarters, two
Jamestown, N. Y., Oct. 26.—Daniel F. curred
c
Elmwood Park, Oct. 13; parse $100, 2.37' the person under arrest and all others not
0 Toomey of Dunkirk, the Democratic rmiles east of this city, in which five mam
class, trot and pace.
only exercised a right, but performed aa nominee for assembly in Chautauqua moth
elephants were thqjparticipants. For
.
11
Westbrook
ro h by El nbrook, 8 13 111 sacred duty in resisting,unless that officer
er county, has sent to County Clerk Al bro 8some time an enmity has existed between
( Golddust ch g byGoldird,
1 2 2 2 |3 had a warrant for the arrest.” His utterand Diamond, two great beasts of
;r‘ a notice of his withdrawal from the Prince
I
7 3 13 22 hnces were regarded as inflammatory in
■ Stella Rolfe b m byNels m,
in County ticket and directing that his name the herd, which culminated during the
Black Max blk h by Tom
er be left off the official ballot. Mr.- Toomey aabsence of the keeper. Diamond, with a
Patchen, Jr.,
2 4 4 4 55 the extreme, and while Squire Eoffner
him the crowd
who is the recognized Hill leader of Chautau- vweight of four tons, was the aggressor,
5 8 7 6 44 reprimanded
< Colonel T. br g,
listened to his utterances applauded to° qua county.
but Prince was his match and succeeded in
Mollte
Bawn cii m by Har
1 binger,
is.
'
-----------ibreaking his tusk and fairly crowding him
6 6 5 «5 6 the echo and the justice was powerless.
Cleveland is Confident.
Combine
(
gr m by CombmaHolleras, the prisoner, however, was held
through the heavy brick wall of the build
OMAHA, Oct. 26.—Major Denis of this ing, which fell upon them. All the ele
3 7 6 7 drlr under $500 bail for his act.
( tion.Fe xmaught ch h by
jd city, an old time New York Democrat, phants broke loose from their chains and
Gen.
Later in the evening there was a good
Bav Fearnaught,
4 5 dr
re has an autograph letter from ex-Presi- £engaged in the melee. For half an hour
deal of lawlessness, and many persons are
Time, 2.38%, 2.34%, 2.35, 2.37%. 2.37%.
>e_ dent Cleveland, who says: “Those -who pandemonium reigned. Quiet was finally
ready to hold Mr. Jones’ indiscreet re
Same Day, Free-for-all; putse $200.
>e_ are well informed have no apprehension restored,
J.
marks in the squire’s office as partly rebut not before the elephants
i
Louis
P. b g by PickeringJ
1111 sponsible therefor. Charles Mitchell, aa as to the outcome in New York. I know were badly hurt. The place presented the
Van Helmont blk h by Harbinger,
2 2 2 non-union man, while on his way to the of no Democrats who are not enthusiastic appearance of a slaughter house. The
i
Lilly
Mac b m by Auctioneer,
3 dis
1(4 and confident.” _______
mill, was set upon by a party of men and
noise could be heard for a mile.
Dotty
D. b m by Von Mol'ke,
4 dis
J
Blaine >ays Harrison Wil) Win.
severely and probably fatally beaten. A
Time, 2.26%, 2.25, 2.25%.
ANOTHER RECORD BROKEN.
th
Washington, Oct. 26. — Postmaster
man named John Gilder, who was with
Mitchell at the time, was also severely
ly General Wannamaker called on Mr.
OLD NURSERY FAVORITES.
Wonderful
Work of Chicago PostofHce
ns Blaine and found him in good health and '
beaten, but escaped with less dangerous
—
During Dedication Week.
injuries.
Another
man
whose
name
could
Id
spirits.
Mr.
Blaine
evinces
the
greatest
There was Tom, the Son of the Piper,
not be learned was also assaulted and
id interest in the success of his party, and
CHICAGO, Oct. 26. —A quarter of a mil
.Jack Sprat, and Merry King Cole,
beaten. Later a piece of brick was thrown
ni expresses the belief that President Harri- 1lion of Chicago citizens sent newspapers
And the three wise men of Gotham,
Who went to sea m a bowl;
through the widow of Deputy Sheriff
tff ton will be victorious on Nov. 8.
vwith full accounts of the dedicatory fete
The woman who rode on * broomstick,
Young’s room on Third avenue, where he
Evarts Will Speak.
tto their distant friends. Every letter box
And swept the cobwebbed sky,
is lodging.___________ _____
• New York, Oct. 26.—Ex-Senator Will- *in town has been stacked up with papers,
And the boy who sat in the corner,
lam H. Evarts has been asked by numer- and
a bushels of stamped copies have been
Norwegian Steamer Sunk.
Eating his Christmas pie.
>m dus citizens of Brooklyn to speak for the dumped on the sidewalk under mail boxes
These were some of the old favorites, but
London, Oct. 26.—A despatch from
they
been supplanted by the “ Pausy,’ Hong Kong states that the same storm
.m candidates of his p.irty, and has consented aa dozen times a aay. Saturday 200,000 sep
Jand “have
Chatterbox” ttories, “Little LordFaunf- which
!U. to do so. The meeting will be held in narate parcels of newspapers were received
wrecked
the
peninsular
and
orienleroy
,” and “ Five Little Peppers,” The Old
i
!rs Brooklyn Saturday evening.
aat the postoffice. Friday the pressure was
r
_
tai
steamship
Bokhara
at
the
Fishers
fashioned
pills and physics huve been tuoeras great. Thursday a trifle lighter, and
j
ed
Didn’t Appear to Be Insane.
aabout the same Sunday. Altogether the
seded, and wisely,too, by Pierce’s Purgative islands, off the coast of Fokien, wrecked
j
c. at the same time a Norwegian steamer,the
Pellets,a
mild,harmless and effective cathartic.
he
New York, Oct. 26.—Edward G. Thur- jpostoffice disposed of more mail matter in
They are pleasant to take—so gentle in their
ir Normand, in the same vicinity. It is beje* ber, who was arrested as an escaped lu- tthe three days of the dedication than was
action that the most delicate child can take lieved that only two of those who were on
ou natic from the Butler insane asylum at eever handled before in an equal period of
t
them,
yet so effective that they will cure the
16 board the Normand survive.
Providence, was remanded to await the ttime by any office in the -world.
ar
------------------------obstinate
cases of constipation, stomach, liver
<
arrival of the Rhode Island officers. Thurand
bowel troubles. They should be in every
*y
Strike at New Orleans.
*nursery.
AFFAIRS IN VENEZUELA.
,
ber
no signs of mental derangeAs a gent.e laxative, only one for aa
New Orleans,Oct. 26 .—A general strikee mentshowed
dose.
(
in the ------------------------court room.
of warehousemen, packers and drivers
»rs
□
The Fall of Barcelona Makes Crespo’s
5, has been inaugurated, and all the wholeWhatever may be the cause of blanching,
IeQUESTION OF FUSION
Triumph Complete.
.
the
hair may be restored to its origioal color
ue
----->r sale houses are affected. The strike is due
New York, Oct. 26.—A Laguayra,
by
he Causes
a Heated Discussion Between Ne.
1
1 the use of that potent remedy Hall’s to the refusal of the merchants to sign the
Venezuela, special to The Herald says:
Vegetable Sicilian Hair Renewer.
tariff presented by the unions under the
he
braska Democratic Leaders.
News has been received from Barcelona of
auspices of the American Federation of
OMAHA, Oct. 26.—For some time the the
J fall of that city and the complete tri
UNITY, ME.
Labor.
leading Democrats of Nebraska have been rumph of Crespo’s forces in the state of
--------------- discussing the advisability of withdrawing jBermudez, in the east, where the last de
His Personal Experience.
Three-year-old.
the entire state and electoral ticket and ttermined opposition to the Legalistas was
----- Frank J. Conner, Olla Rolfe,
4 3
combining with the Alliance, thus throw- rmade. Yaguyracuto, the general in com
Hon. Jame’ W. Husted, while serving his ing
'
O. B. Rhodes, Columbus,
3 44
the presidential votes of the state to rmand, assigned to this post by Monagas,
2
sixth
term
as
Sneaker
of
the
Assemb'y
of
the
Eli Moulton, General,
2 2
be Weaver. A meeting to learn the feeling and the subordinate officers under him
1
S
f
a
’
e
of
New
York,
writes:
C.
1
< T. Call, Joe R9jf,
p
“State of New York, Assembly Ch^ mber, ) on the subject was held in Omaha. Lead- have
been made prisoners.
Time, 3.12, 3.09.
of the party from all over the state
A
lbany, Jan. 16, 1890.’ J ers
1
Three-minute class.
The German Military Bill.
I desire once more to b*ar my testimony to were present. The discussion was heated.
Frank Mussey, Charlie Gid,
1111 the value of Alpcock’s Porous Plastens. 1 One element desired to keep all the candi
LONDON,
Oct. 26.—The Standard’s Ber
Weston Whitten, Mildred,
2 2 33 have med them for twenty-five years past,and
,
ed dates
in the field to encourage the party lin
j correspondent learns that the German
Job Vose, Rockland,
3 3 2 can conscientiously comment! them as the
h®
elsewhere.
Others
favored
abandoning
will argue that the military
Time, 2.53, 2.50, 2.53.
best external remedy that I hive known. the field. It was finally decided, after a government
pbill is intended to remedy the system by
Years aso, when thrown tram a carriage and stormy
2.37 claes.
discussion,
to
postpone
the
matter
T
thousands of married men and
111j seriously injured, I g>*ve them a thoroughI until a few days before election. It is which
1G. R. Ellis, b s Westbrook,
f
are obliged to bear the first shock
R. B. Hunt, b s Biy Rolf,
6 2 22 trial. Tn a verv short time the piin that ekI stated that the whole ticket will be with- fathers
c
q
was
suffering
di
appea
’
e
and
within
a
week
of
war,
leaving their families a burden on
C. E. Laue, g s King Pin,
2 4 0
>n, drawn. It is also rumored that a secret tthe nation, while 100,000 young men fitted
Albert Burr, Joe Hopkins.
4 5 23 I was entirely relieved. On another occasion,
ch circular will be issued forthwith, advising for
f service are annually relegated to ths
C. B. Wellington, Combine,
3 3 44 when suffering from a severe cough, which
g
Lewis Bickford, Dick West,
6 6 66 threatened pulmonary difficulties, which 1I Nebraska Democrats to vote for the supplementary
reserve because their ad
was
recommended
to
go
to
Florida
to
relieve,
7e’ Weaver electors, but, as to the state rmission to the active army would swell
Time, 2.38, 2.37%, 2.39^,
I determined to test the plasters again. I «p,
he ticket, to support their candidates. ' Fu- tthe peace effective beyond the legal limits,
2.40 class.
plied them to my chest and in between the
C. B. Wellington, Joker,
110 1 shoulder blades, and in less than a fortnight sion would have been carried had it not fiand because the “Cadres,” as at present
on been through a desire to maintain the corganized, cannot admit so manv.
C E. Lane, King Pin,
2 3 0 2 was entirely fcured. On still another occasion
Estes & Getchell, Christo Patrheu 3 2 0 3 when suffeirng from an attack of rheumatism Btate organization.
Poor But Honest.
Time, 2.43%, 2.42%, 2.42, 2.42.
ild
in the shoulder to such an extent that I could
ne
scarcely raise my arm. I again resorted to tne
Free-for-all.
at...
and within a few days the rheumatCharlie Sullivan is a poor but honest Irish
Edwards, Louis P.
Ill. plasters,
entirely disappeared. I nave them con>nToday
Llad, who, while walking down Washington
C. B. Wellington, Combine,
2 2 3„2 lam
stantly
by
me,
whether
at
home
or
abroad.
street,
found a wallet containing checks and
*d
Hood
’
s
Sarsaparilla
s
‘
ands
at
the
head
in
the
s
John Stewart, Pomp,
3 3 2z My famdy as well as myself have found them
medicine world, adrrired in prosperity and rmoney to the value of several hundred dollars.
Time, 2.35, 2.29%, 2.31.
to he a sovereign remedy,b th for external or
or envied in ment by thousands of would-be >Although almost destitute, he returned it to
internal troubles. I never had hut one kidney
eT competitors. It has a larger sale than any iits owners, Messrs. A. P. Ordway & Co > proWhen a doctor considers it necessary to pree- difficulty in my life, and an application of the
h® other medidine. Such success could not be, rrri tnrs of Sulphur Bitters, who gave him a
scribe sarsaparilla, he simply orders a bottle of plasters cured me in a week. I desire, as .1I won without positive merit.
1libers! reward, and also gave him six bottles
Aver’s, knowing full well that he will obtain
in said before, to hear my testimony iu a public
lie
________
cof Sulpur Bitters for his mother,who has been
thereby a surer and purer preparation than any
ly way to their efficacy, and I .know of no oetter
a teniole bufferer with rheumatism, and who
Hood
’
s
Pills
cure
constipation
by
restoriwg
other which rhe drug-store can furnish. Ayer•’s way of doing it than by giving you my per' the peristaltic action of the ailmentary canal. areturned
manv blessings after being cured by
0r
"
r
Sarsaparilla is the Superior Medicine.
sonal experience.
They are the best family cathatic.
Itheir use,—Weekly World-

1 THROUGH A BRIDGE.

I

WOMAN’S WORLD.
________

Englishmen and Their Wives.

Castoria is Dr< Samuel Pitcher’s prescription for Infants
and Children. It contains neither Opium, Morphine nor
other Narcotic substance. It is a harmless substitute
for Paregoric, Drops, Soothing Syrups, and Castor Oil.
It is Pleasant. Its guarantee is thirty years’ use by
Millions of Mothers. Castoria destroys Worms and allays
feverishness. Castoria prevents vomiting Sour Curd,
cur , Diarrhoea and Wind Colic. Castoria relieves
tec ling troubles, cures constipation and flatulency.
Ce joria assimilates the food, regulates the stomach,
and bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep. Cas
toria is the Children’s Panacea—the Mother’s Friend.

Castoria.

Castoria.

* Castoria Is an excellent medicine for chil
dren. Mothers have repeatedly told me of its
good effect upon their children.”
Dr. G. 0. Osgood,
Lowell, Mass.
* Castoria is the best remedy for children of
which I am acquainted. I hope the day is not
far distai it when mothers will consider the real
interest
♦tfjrtldren, and use Castoria in
stead of 5
p, quack nostrums which are
destroy! (
**ved ones, by forcing opium,
syrup and other hurtful
agjrfcj <A-XJ tlftdir throats, thereby sending
them to ’>hJm&€ure graves.”
Dr. J. F. Kinchelob,
Conway, Ark.

“ Castoria is so well adapted to children that
I recommend it as superior to a»ny prescription
known to me.”
H. A. Archer, M. D.t
111 Sc. Oxford St., Brooklyn, N. Y
•• Our physicians in the children’s depart
ment have spoken highly of their expert
ence in their outside practice with Castoria,
and although we only hatfe among our
medical supplies what is known as regular
products, yet we are free to confess that the
merits of Castoria has won us to look with
favor upon it.”
United Hospital and Dispensary,
Boston, Ma»
Allen C. Smith, Pre*.,

Tlie Centaur Company, T7 Murray Street, New York City.

THE NATION MOURNS
Over the Death of the First
Lady in the Land.

MANY MESSAGES OF CONDOLENCE,

i_ _ _ _
funeral Services Will Be Held in
Washington and Indianapolis.
t

Washington, Oct. 26.—Messages of con
dolence have been received by the presi
dent from Queen Victoria and other po
tentates in the Old World, governors of
all the states, mayors, statesmen of all
shades of politics, religious, social, busi
ness and political organizations without
number, and from thousands of private in
dividuals. They all exprSs
<-p *rmpathy for Mr. Harrison in the affliction
which has come to his home.
Dispatches from all over the Union state
that flags are at half mast everywhere,
and that the greatest sorrow is felt for the
death of the universally beloved woman
and her bereaved family.
Funeral Arrangements.

ment car, a private dhrahd an obser'vatfoti
car, in which the casket will be placed.
The train will leave Washington at 11:30
a. m. Thursday.
The program at Indianapolis includes
services at the First Presbyterian church
at 10:30 a. m., followed by interment at
Crown Hill. After remaining a few hours
at the residence of R. S. McKee the party
will leave on the return trip at 5:40 o’clock
Friday afternoon, reaching Washington
Saturday afternoon about 6 o’clock. The
party will comprise the president’s per
sonal and oflicial family.
The appended note was sent to the press
associations last night:
The services will be private and simple. No
invitations have been issued to the exercises
in the east room, but provision will be made
as far as possible to enable the relatives and
personal friends of the President and Mrs.
Harrison to be present.
Secretary John W. Foster called at the
White House last night, and although he
did not see the president, he Remained in
the office of Private Secretary Halford for
more than an hour.
All of the members of the cabinet are
in Washington,
Secretaries Charles
they are.x-

Of Other Medicines Failed
But 4 Bottles of Hood's Sarsaparilla
Cured.
Yor all diseases or affections caused by impure blood or low state of the system, Hood’s
Sarsaparilla is unequalled. Read this:
••It is with pleasure that I tell of the great
benefit I derived from Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
For 6 years I have been badly afflicted with

Mrs. HarriBon’a death was received jn this
city with the profoundest sorrow. Prepa
rations are making for the funeral by
friends of the president’s family,
who have been empowered to act for
them. R. J. McKee and Miss Nannie
Newcom her visited Crown Hill at the re
quest of the president, and selected sev
eral lots, one of which will be chosen
after the site has been described to the
stricken family. Flags are at half mast
and emblems of sorrow are everywhere
seen. The funeral party will arrive Fri
day about 10:30 a. m. The body will be
taken at once to the First Presbyterian
church, where services of a simple charac
ter will be held. The survivors of the
Seventh Indiana—General Harrison’s reg
iment—will meet on Friday and attend
the services in a body.

Settlement in Prospect.
PITTSBURG, Oct. 26. —There are prospects

of a settlement of the river coal miners’
strike, and an early resumption of work.
The coal operators held a secret meeting
in the coal exchange, and at its conclu
1sion it was given out that the indications
for a settlement were very favorable.
Two Men Killed in a Smasliup.

CHICAGO, Oct. 26. — A collision oc
(curred on the Chicago and Northwest
(ern railroad, near Palatine, between a
Erysipelas
igravel train and an extra freight train, in
which two men were killed and one inbreaking out with running sores during hot j u red.
________________
ummer months. I have sometimes not been
jno/ vniiHUiKtiti omy.
able to use my limbs for two months at a timeOct. 26.—Owing to the fact
Being induced to try Hood’s Sarsaparilla, I that
. TORONTO,
the demands by United States
got one bottle last spring; commenced using sportsmen
for permits for deer shooting
it; felt so much better, got two bottles more; !in the northern
Dart of Ontario this sea
took them during the summer, was able to do son
f
have been beyond all reasonable num
my housework, and
bers, the provincial secretary has* decided
Walk Two Miles
not to grant permits to any but Cana
________________
■which I hart not done for two years. Think I <dians.
am cured of erysipelas, and recommend any
Crowd Couldn’t Catch Him.
person so afflicted to use
Newark, N. J., Oct. 26.—A man named
jHarry Hamilton was arrested here for as
a 12-year-old girl, but while being
Four bottles has done more for me than $200 saulting
’
to jail he darted across the street
worth of other medicine. I think it the best taken
‘
blood purifier known.” Mrs. II. D. West, tand up a side street with a large crowd in
Church street, Cornwallis, N. S.
<close pursuit. He ran into a house and
HOOD’S
cure liver ills, consti escaped through a rear window.
Bicycler Fatally Injured.
pation, biliousness, jaundice, sick headache.
Nyack,N. Y.,Oct. 26.—Thomas P. Cross
a wel 1-known citizen of Spring Valley,fell
Send io cents for a subscription to a lively j
a bicycle while coasting,and received
matrimonial journal for old and young. Ad- from
.
es which will result fatally.
dress Orange Blossoms, I armouthport, Mass injuri
3
je9-x-ly

Hood's Sarsaparilla

National Suffragists’ Candidates.

In the parlors of the Willard hoi <4
Wednesday, under the call of April 26,
a national convention of woman suffra
gists was held, under the direction of
delegates from Victoria leagues of the
different states. Mrs. Anna M. Parker,
of St. Louis, was called to the chair,
and Elizabeth Powers, of Providence,
acted as secretary. Twenty-eight states
were represented by fifty delegates.
On motion of Mrs. Windish, of New
York city, Mrs. Victoria Woodhull-Mar
tin, of New York, was nominated
for president of the United States, and
Mrs. Mary L. Stowe, of California, was
nominated for vice president. The plat
form reads as follows:
Whereas, Under the fourteenth amendment
no citizen Is deprived of the franchise through
law, but by custom and habit; therefore, be it
Resolved, That we, the representative
women of America, ask the officers in charge
of the election precincts through the United
States in the coming campaign to give us the
opportunity to cast our ballots on the first
Tuesday in November, 1802, for our candidates.
Resolved, That by the united efforts of the
women voters of this nation we will drive
anarchy, crime, insanity, and drunkenness
from our midst by our humanitarian efforts,
backed by the ballot.

—Washington Letter.
Effect of Physical Training.

At the majority of women’s colleges
systematic physical training is obliga
tory. Each student is measured, a chart
drawn defining physical deviations from
accepted normal development and exer
cises are prescribed to counteract exist
ing defects. From time to time meas
urements are made and a record kept
showing the progress achievea. Records
of 100 cases at the Baltimore college this
year reveal a chest development of from
one to five inches. The effect of this
scientific hygienic training, the presi
dents of these colleges assert, is strik
ingly apparent in the condition of the
girls Rl> tilt? Xyvxxiplotivxx v£ LL.q four ycaro
At th/ Harr Isons* Home.
in comparison with their physique on
Indianapolis, Oct. 26.'—The news, of entering college.—Exchange.

At the request of Dr. Hamlin, Rev. Dr.
Bartlett of the New York ^venue Presby
terian church will assist in the services at
the White House Thursday morning. Dr.
Bartlett was pastor of the Second Presby
terian church, Indianapolis, previous to
coming to Washington, and a neighbor of
the president’s family. At the funeral of
the wife and daughter of Secretary Tracy
in the White House Mrs. Harrison was
much impressed by the singing of Cardi
nal Newman’s hymn, “Lead, Kindly
Light,” by the choir of St. John’s church
and often spoke of it. The choir will be
present at the services and repeat the
Port Riley’s Tribute.
hymn. It is the president’s wish that
Indianapolis, Oct.20.—The Newsprints
there shall be no public or official display the
following poem, written by James
in connection with the death of Mrs. Har
Riley:
rison, and the funeral services, both here Whitcomb
CAROLINE SCOTT TTARRI9ON.
and in Indianapolis, will be as simple as
Now utter calm and rest,
the rites of the Presbyterian church will
Hands folded o’er the breast,
permit.
In peace the placidest,
The vice president and Mrs. Morton and
All trials past.
All fever sootheci, all pain
members of the cabinet and their wives,
Annulled
in heart and brain.
being the oflicial family of the president,
Never to vex again—
will, it is understood, go in mourning, and
She sleeps at last.
will therefore withdraw from all partici
She sleeps; but O, most dear
pation in social events for one month.
And best beloved of her
Following the precedent established in
Ye sleep not, nay, nor stir
the case of the death of Mrs. Tyler, the
Save but to bow
executive departments in Washington will
The closer each to each,
probably be close 1 on the day of the
With sobs and broken speech
funeral ceremonies here.
That all in vain beseech
Her answer now.
The Funeral Train
And lol we weep with you,
will consist <;f six Ve-tibilled Pullman
One grief the wide world through
cars, a composite hag-mge a-id saloon car,
Yet, with the faith she know.
a dining car, a seeping car, a compart
We see her still.
Even as here she stood,
All that was pure and good
And sweet in womanhood—
God’s will her will.

$200worth

Irishmen are more sympathetic, more
true to their wives, and in my opinion
we should hear less of unloved and uu
lovely marriages, less of the divorce
courts, if Englishmen showed more sym
pathy and interest in their wives. Wo
men need more—and I speak from a
woman’s standpoint of view—than the
conventional husband, who judges his
wife from the care she bestows upon his
household and his children. We need
some one we can lean upon, and if a
wife wishes to welcome her husband
with a bright, smiling face, knowing
she has nothing to hide, nothing to feai
and nothing to conceal, she can only do
so in the “perfect love” which “casteth
out fear.”
Irish women are far more virtuous
than their English sisters as a rule, and
I believe it is in the main because there
is more oneness between them and their
husbands. Those little attentions, those
little words of love are not lacking in an
Irishman which are so dear to every
woman’s heart, and more particularly so
when she is tired and harassed with
household cares; and these words, so
often withheld, would soften a wife’s
monotonous duties and help to make
English homes ideal homes.—Florence
Nightingale in London Telegraph.

/•

Indigestion.
HORSFORD’S Acid Phosphate.

Promcyes digestion with
out injury and thereby re
lieves diseases caused by
indigestion of the food. The
best remedy for headache
proceeding from a disorder
ed stomach.
Trial bottle mailed on receipt of 25 cents
in stamps. Rumford Chemical Works,
Providence, R. I.

They Are Overrun and Beset with Ap
plications for Places.

Mrs. Ives, the secretary of the wom
an’s board of managers, has recently
had an interview with' several of the
women managers on duty at Chicago,
and relates the following tale of their
woes. Said she: “The ladies in the
rooms of the woman’s board in Chicago
would find great relief and many good
women would be spared disappointment
could the fact be made clear to the pub
lic that there are absolutely no vacancies
for appointment in that division of the
exposition. Much valuable time is at
present unavoidably wasted in reading
and replying to applications for positions
which do not exist. Each communica
tion is attentively received, replied to
and filed, and the amount of unnecessary
labor thereby imposed is past compre
hension to those who have not ob
served it.
“A large number of the applicants de
sire appointments as guides, which are
to be supplied visitors to the exposition
by the lady managers, and almost with
out exception the writers inquire con
cerning the salary which will be paid.
The woman’s board has repeatedly
replied that no regular salary wTill at
tach to the place, explaining that the
guides must look to those who engage
their services for remuneration. This
has been announced far and wide, but
the applications and inquiries continue
to arrive.
“One source of much inconvenience
has been an erroneous statement made
by some ignorant or mist hievous person
to the effect that the lady managers had
offered a large prize for an ode. This
has been traveling the rounds of the
national press, and the consequence is a
deluge of poetry which continues un
abated. It is certainly harmless enough
per se, but the situation becomes serious
when each poem is to be examined, ac
knowledged—and necessarily declined
regardless of its merits. Communica
tions of the kind mentioned are annoy
ing because they ask what is impossible.
“But those of another discription are
ineffably pathetic, portraying with un
conscious vividness the necessities of
women breadwinners. For example,
while possibly only two, and at most
not more than four, matrons can be em
ployed for the woman’s dormitory the
fnv these Dositious already
number a hundred, many of tneun
accompanied by a powerful indorse
ment.”—Albany Letter.

A Thoughtful Boy.

Kenniboy is sometimes very thought
ful of other people’s comfort, although
sometimes he is not. He has one very
bad habit, his papa says, which is wak
ing up at half past 5 o’clock or earlier
every morning, and insisting upon mak
ing remarks. His papa is usually the
one to whom these remarks are made,
and of course listening to what Kenni
boy has to say makes it necessary for
him to wake up and brush the cobwebs
off his wits. Once or twice Kenniboy
has been scolded for interfering in this
way with other people’s sleep. He has
been told that he may talk all he
pleases, but that it must always be in a
whisper, so that his papa and mamma
shall not be disturbed.
Having this lesson in mind, one morn
ing, about two weeks ago, Kenniboy,
having waked at the usual early hour,
was rather curious to know just how
early it was. Leaning over his papa’s
ear, he whispered softly into it, “Papa
what time is it?”
So soft was the whisper that papa
never seemed to hear it, but slept peace
fully on, and so Kenniboy tried it again.
“Papa, look at your watch and tell me
what time it is, please,” he whispered.
This time papa was awakened.
“Oh, dear, Kenniboy,” he said, rub
bing his eyes sleepily, “I’ll never grow
beautiful if you wake me up out of my
beauty sleep this way every morning.”
“I didn” mean to wake you up,” said
the boy.
“But you were talking in my ear,” re
turned papa. “How cjuld you expect to
do that without waking me?”
“I wasn’t talkin. 1 was on’y whisperin,” said Kenniboy. “1'wanted you
to tell me what time it is, and I whis
pered so’s you could tell me without
wakin up!”—Harper’s Young People.
A Boy and nis Mother.

I was passing a house the other day
on one of our residence streets when the
door suddenly opened and a boy rushed
out—hatless and doubled up with laugh
ter-followed by a matronly looking
woman wielding a broomstick. She was
also laughing, but on seeing a stranger
passing she retreated into the house.
What struck me in this little domestic
episode was the genial good nature on
the faces of mother and son—for such
they evidently were—and the casual
glimpse I caught of the interior showed
me that it was a home rather than a
house. I imagined that the boy had
been playing some pranks and. that his
mother had good humoredly retaliated,
but it was the expression in their faces
that told the story, and I thought a boy
cannot go far wrong who has his mother
for a chum.—Detroit Free Press.
To Clean Japanned Goods.

To clean japanned goods wet a sponge In
warm suds and wash the tray, etc., and
rub it with a cloth. If it looks smeared
dust on a little flour and rub it with a
cloth, while if it haB any marks they may
often be removed with a little sweet oil
rubbed on with a niece of flanneL

Why She Is a Politician.

The Countess of Aberdeen has written
a paper for an English magazine in
which she tells why she is a politician.
She says in substance that it is a mys
tery to her how any woman can think it
anything else but her plain duty to in
terest herself in politics. She further
remarks: “I think we may say that we
shall find that the objections proceed
principally from two sources—a very
partial idea of what a woman’s life
should be, and a low estimate of poli
tics. But we believe that there are
grand principles which may, and which
should inspire the government of th^
people, by the people, for the people;
and we believe implicitly in their power
when properly applied to reform and en
noble and uplift.
“Any of us who know anything of
the lives of the pooT know how the so
cial questions which we discuss back
ward and forward are living, pressing
realities to them. Questions about edu
cation, labor, the sweating system, li
censing, the housing of the poor, the
workhouse system, are all sternly real
to them, and especially so to the women,
and they are affecting them day by day.
We must so believe in our politics that
we shall both believe and act as if it
must deal with these questions.”
Women Drummer* In Europe.

Women drummers have appeared in
Europe, and while not very numerous
those that are known are conspicuous
for their ability and success. A young
Swedish woman travels for a Scandi
navian firm of machinists. She travels
all over Europe, and expects to extend
her territory. She recently arrived in
London direct from Moscow, and was
then expecting to start for Melbourne,
all in the line of her business. One Lon
don manufacturing firm employs sev
eral woman commercial travelers, and
several makers of dress goods have at
least one each. They find a woman’s
taste of great value in this especial line,
and it is said would engage more women
to travel if they could find them with the
necessary business capacity, good ap
pearance, good manners and good phy
sique.—London Letter.

A Girl Who Takes Exercise.

There is nothing like healthy exercise
to take the jaundice out of a woman,’gs
skin and hang out the red streamers of
health in her cheeks. Boxing builds aa
woman up, rounds her arms, shapes upp
her shoulders and gives her a more grace
.e
ful carriage. It also makes her more
,e
supple, confers on her that lissom grace
of which the American rhymesters rave.
But a woman who boxes should alwaysrg
be careful to protect her breast with aa
good thick pad. A woman cannot stand(I
much of a thump in the chest. Whenn
women overcome their natural timid
ity—when they learn that a biff on thee
nose with a soft glove is not necessarilyy
fatal—they make good boxers. They are
very quick, have a great deal of tact
and will stand considerable thumping
when once warmed to the work.
My wife is quite handy with the mittsg
and 1 have a nineteen-year-old daughter'
that could whip a carload of dudes.
She has practiced until she has become®
an expert striker straight from the
shoulder and that with the force of an
pile driver. An athletic combination
visited our town recently (we live in,
Cedar Rapids) and I took my daughter
to see the show. As we walked homeIi
she expressed the opinion that she couldd
knock out the star performer and I re
solved to give her an opportunity. I inL-
vited him to dinner the next day andi
took care to have several friends presentt
to enjoy the sport. My daughter dis>-
cussed boxing with our pugilistic guestt
—a well known welter weight, whose6
reputation 1 will net mar—and he offered
to give her a lesson. The gloves were©
brought out and he proceeded with thee
lesson.
He did not proceed far, however, until
he found it necessary to crawl out fromQ
under the piano. In the next bout shee
broke his guard, got his head in chancery
and wound up by sending him crashing,’r
through the glass door of a bookcase.''
No, I don’t subsidize a policeman to0
guard my house while I am out on thee
road.—Interview in St. Louis Globe-h
Democrat.
Mme. Roosevelt’s Personality.

Mme. Blanche Roosevelt has an inter
esting personality, as this little sketch of£
her career shows:
Her first volume was a sketch of her
self as a singer. To this succeeded aa
volume concerning Longfellow, whose6
“Masque of Pandora” she brought out inII
Boston as an opera with music by Alfred1
Cellier. The failure of the opera gave interesting glimpses of the amiability of thee
poet’s character, which the singer and1
writer disclosed in her book. Her nextt
volume was a sumptuous life of Gustave0
Dore, for which the artist’s family fur
nished materials, supplementing the0(
writer’s acquaintance with Dore. Mme.
Roosevelt occupies a unique position in*
the artistic world of Paris. Her failure0
as a singer she frankly avowed, and with
smiling courage she took up her pen.
Her beauty of face, remarkable in itss
regular, sculptured delicacy, united to a
lively imagination and unusual fluencyy
of speech in Italian and French, as well1
as in English, has made her a welcome0
guest in many circles. She was petted1
by Victor Hugo, on terms of sarcasma
and repartee with Arsene Houssaye,,
rapturously adoring and ardored off1
Verdi—of whose “Requiem,” when it
was brought out at Milan, she wrote9
of its influence, “I walked1
home afterwaiu. m a
ui
»
There have long been rumors of a drama1
to be written in collaboration with1
Sardou. The manifest result, however,
is the volume just brought out, “Vic-torien Sardou: A Personal Study.” She0
is the first American authoress to bee
decorated by the French academy, ofTf
which she is an officer, and quoting
from the gallant M. Houssaye, “She iss
lovely with every loveliness; her profile
dhe that might have been designed by
Apelles or Xeuxis.”

Wyoming Women.

In answer to the query, “What are
the Wyoming women like anyway?*
Senator Carey paid the following compliment to the women of his state:
Observe the best, the most progress*
ive, intelligent women of the east, and
you will see just such women as our state
is filled with. They have lost none of
their womanliness by having the right
to express their opinion by the ballot*
I cannot understand why men will intrust the care of their homes and the
training of their children to a woman,
and yet say she would not know how to
use the ballot, and would not use it if
she had the legal right.
What Woman Suffrage Means.

Let no man or woman be mistaken as
to what this movement for woman's
suffrage really means. We none of us
want to turn the world upside down, or
to convert women into men. We want
women, on the contrary, above all things
to continue womanly—womanly in the
highest and best sense—and to bring
their true woman’s influence on behalf
of whatsoever things are true, honest.
just, pure, lovely and of good report to
bear upon conduct of public affairs.—
Mrs. Millicent Garrett
_______Fawcett.
Women at Tuft’s College.

From six to eight young women will
avail themselves of the privilege granted
to them by Tuft’s college this year.
Four rooms are to be given to them for
study rooms and a reading parlor. They
will be admitted with all the rights of
men, have the same instructors and sit
with the men in the classrooms.
r
_
FEMININE

FANCIES.

Mabel Bosant, sister of the novelist, Ur
an enthusiastic tricycle rider, enjoying a
thirty or forty mile spin with a companion.
The first woman to appear on the street®
of Boston in the “mudless gown” was Mrs*
M. E. S. Ingersoll, in October, 1891. It was
a variety of the bloomer costume.
The Montefiorc memorial prize at Girton
college, Cambridge, was won this year by
Miss Edith Emily Read. It is the year*®
income from a permanent fund and 1®
worth about $320.
Miss Nina Cromwell, of Detroit, is the
fortunate owner of a Bible that was one®
owned by her ancestor Oliver Cromwell. It
Is known to be more than 300 years old and
it is valued by bibliomaniacs at $1,000.
Mrs. Mackay has again been surprising
London with her display of diamonds, and
one critic said that she showed more really
fine stones at one time than could be seen
in all the shop windows on Regent street.
While stopping at Greenwich Mrs. Cleveland purchased what is perhaps the most
antique and costly secretary in the fctate.
It is many centuries old, of the French
pattern and made of walnut. It was taken
to Gray Gables.
Mrs. Rosa Holub, who shared the thrill
ing experience of her husband’s expedition
to central Africa during four years, beginning in 1883, has been honored by the em
peror of Austria with a special medal In
recognition of her bravery.
Mrs. Gladstone prefers old fashions to
new ones, always dresses in black, wears a
cap over her handsome and abundant gray
hair, loves flowers and bare floors and un*
derstands the art of retaining her temper
under the most vexatious circumstances.
Mrs. A. E. W. Robertson, of Muscogee*
I. T., has completed the translation of ths
New Testament from the original Greek
into the Creek language. The university
of Ohio has conferred upon her the degre®
of doctor of philosophy in

Oregon has a girl mail carrier. Mis®
Minnie Weston, a brave spirited and beautiful girl just out of her teens. Her rout®
is through a rough and lonely country
where wild beasts frequently dispute pa»sage with her, and tramps sometimes a]>
appear, only to be warned away by th®
flash of her revolver.

—

Important Discovery in Colorado.

Denver, Oct. 25.-—Valuable and exten
sive deposits of talcose silicia, carrying a
large percentage of corundum or emery,
have been discovered in this state. At
The Pretty Girls Preferred.
present all emery used in grinding glass
The Boston Transcript publishes the6 and plate comes from Asia and the Grecomplaint of a plain typewriter who wass ci an archipelago. The ledge is 250 feet
dismissed in favor of a pretty girl.L thick.

“This girl,” she says, “was not taken onI
because she could write faster than I
could. No, the whole truth of it was*
the office is an outer office, with people
coming in often, and she made a pleash
anter piece of furniture to have in thee
room. She could look up and smileo
sweetly-when anybody asked her to turnn
off a couple of dozen lines for them.l.
Now I was just as willing to turn off ann
extra letter, but I couldn’t look up andq
smile. People with straight sandy hair,
and spectacles, and a broad mouth and1
crooked teeth are not thanked for too0
much smiling in this world.
“Then there was another woman, a
friend of mine. She weighed nearlyy
190, and when the weather was warmn
she used to look pretty red. She kept
accounts, and her mind just flew overr
the figures, and her columns always bal
anced/ But that didn’t make any differ>
ence. Along in July, when the weatherr
was the hottest, she had to go. Nowv
there’s no doubt in my mind that thee
only reason was because she didn’t lookk
cool. The girl they got was just out of
a Latin school, and the other girls had
to help her add two and two, but shee
could wear sprigged linen frocks andd
she was slender.”
Women’s Boots.

Mystery Concerning a Young Girl’s Die
appearance Cleared Up at Last.
Dunkirk, N. Y., Oct. 26.—The mystery

surrounding the disappearance of a young
girl from this city, has just been cleared
up by the finding of her body in a hollow
stump, two miles south of Fredonia. On
Jan. 1 last, Emily Healy left the home of
her sister, with whom she had quarreled
over a young man whose company Emily
was keeping, and since then no trace of
her had been discovered. On Sunda y her
body was found as stated, the flesh entirely gone from the bones, and the only
means of identification being the color of
her hair and the filling of a tooth. The
coroner rendered a verdict that the girl
came to her death by freezing. It is supposed she was trying to make her way
to her mother’s home at Arkwright.
Big Railroad Deal Reported.

New York, Oct. 26.—It is
Wall street that stock
and New England w
that of theB***
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Among new boots the smartest is thee
heavy calf Blucher, laced, which will be©
worn by every fashionably right mindedti
woman wTith her tailor gown when shee
walks. These boots must be blacked3
like a man’s, so the day of French dressy
ing is over. For rainy days, oddly
enough, russet leather shoes are cone ~D
sidered the proper choice. They have
pointed toes and common sense flat heels.j. Eve
A Rainy Day Dress.
There is one new fashion that every —Exchange. _______
girl, whether she be rich or poor, should
for
Impossible.
adopt, and that is a rainy day dress.
The short skirt is faced with light india As to quickness of repartee. Several1 ¥r
rubber cloth, and is to be worn with ladies were sitting together the otherr+• ,
knickerbockers and leggings. The petti flay when one of them began to rail at
coat and skirt itself may both be sewed the unequal distribution of the favors of
to the same band, or, as some wear them nature. “There,” she said, “is Mrs. ---- ,
now, the upper skirt is lined, and the with no end of money and a beautifu’
lining is left loose at the bottom and voice that would be a fortune to a poc
hemmed. This affords the appearance girl. She never sings, and does not eve
and protection of two skirts, when there keep up her practice. Why cannot h<
is really only one, but it is considered larynx be transferred to my maid?”
“That would be impossible,” said c
quite permissible now, especially for
“bad going” in the country, to wear the of the others present, who evider
one skirt with gaiters and knickerbock knew something about sewing machi)
“you can never make a Singer out o
ers.—New York Tribuna,
Domestic.”—Detroit Free Press.

c
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pracLicany at an end. All the vessels that
have beeh fishing in that vicinity have re
turned and have given up for the season.
0The last four of the fleet to arrive report
-----------gseeing no fish for a week, and that the
weather was too rough for fishing. There
He Characterizes Democrats as aare yet some fifteen sail on the Bay of St.
Lawrence
and Nova Scotia.
Natural Fault-Finders.
1
4*
Fishing for codfish with gill nets will be
pursused
more extensively this season
-------—
p
than for some years past. Already some
ARGUES FOR THE M’KINLEY TARIFF sseven vessels are engaged in the business,
,
aand more are to follow. This system, pur
S'
sued
by the Norwegians, was introduced in
New England some fifteen years ago, but
And Glorifies the Work of the Party £has
not been a uniform success. Nets are
suspended below the surface of the water
Which He Represents.
in which the fish are enmeshed. The nets
a buoyed by means of glass balls, and
are
1
S1
stretched bv bottom weights.
BtraCUSE, N. Y., Oct. 85.—One of the
LIFE IN THE SOUTHlargest audiences that ever crowded the
JLlahambra, the biggest hall in central An
A Incident Illustrating How Cheaply
Human Life is Held.
New York, assembled there last night to
hear ex Speaker Thomas B. Reed discuss
Pittsburg, Oct. 25.—A business man of
the issues of the campaign. Four thou- this
tl city, just returned from the south,
a remarkable experience while his
•and people sat or stood Within the relates
r€
•pacious enclosure, and hundreds went train was passing through Kentucky ^on
the Queen and Crescent route. He says
away unable to gain admittance. Mr. Reed about noon Saturday the train came to a
was escorted to the hall by the Republican gl
sudden stop near Greenwood station. A
clubs of the city, and the streets were danger signal was exposed from the tele
thronged all along the line. A tremendous graph
g]
tower. He, with other passengers,
outburst of cheering greeted his appear- w
went forward.
ance at the Alhambra, and when, the pre “I climbed up on the station platform
liminary proceedings over, he arose to ad- RT
and was just entering the door when I
dress the immense audience, it was sev- beheld two dead men, one a negro, the
eral minutes before he could begin. Mr. oother
t
a white man. lying on the floor.
Reed spoke substantially as follows:
t
Their shirts were all stained with blood
Parties were not formed by accident. One ai
and two ugly bullet holes in their breasts
does not go about with a prospectus and form
a party. Principles don’t form a party, but told how the deaths occurred. Tbe bodies
were still warm. The conductor stepped
parties form principles. Of the two great w
over the dead bodies and passed on into
parties in this country, one is progressive and OA
the
believes in a noble future. The other be- th ticket office. I followed. On a chair
lieves that all wisdom died with Thomas Jef- be
beside his instrument sat the operator,
ferson. No p^rty was ever yet created that w
with his head on his breast and a pool of
had a reasonably sure dream of its own future. ^1
blood on the floor about him. He too,
Political exigencies are to be met as they jj.
bad been shot and was seriously wounded.
arise, and they will be met wisely or unwisely,
according to the composition cf the party that One hand clutched the cord that led to
the signal box, but the man’s strength
has to face them.
had failed before he could remove the
When the Republican party was organized I hj
well remember thht we never dreamed of its df
danger flag.
magnificent future. We thought that we
“The stopping of the train brought a
would be doing wonders if we stopped the traR CI
Crowd of townspeople into the station,but
■of slavery over the territories as they were be- they exhibited little concern over the
ing settled. We never dreamed of abolition ,
One old fellow, when asked what
or of the war, or of what is now history. Nev- tragedy.
tr
the cause of the affair, replied: ‘Oh,
ortheless the Republican party has, through was
y
it was only a little grudge between Billy
all the grand events of these nearly forty years, it
Patterson and Tom Paines. The negro
with steadfast tread, met every emergency P;
as it arose, fearlessly and successfully. In all w
was shot by accident. The two men
this it was
m
met here at the station and a fight
Acting Up to Its Own Nature.
oc
occurred.
Both pulled revolvers and
It was behaving in this way because that both began shooting. Patterson then
was its make-up. I don’t say that it ought to jumped
•
behind
the nigger just as Haines
be trusted because of what it has done unless *.
ft continues to be what it has been—the party fired a shot, and the negro received the
of progress and the party of human freedom. bullet. Then Patterson fired at Haines
killed him before he had time to
But what has the Democratic party been do- and
ar
lug all this time? That party has also been sh
shoot again.’ Patterson escaped. Weath
acting according to its nature. It is essentially er
erford, the operator, must have been hit
* fault-finding party. It has no general prin- by a wild bullet. There was very little
oiple except one, and that is its opposition to ex
ws. That’s why one of their great men had to excitement over the affair at Greenwood.”

REED ON THE STUMP, I

invent a saying to describe what they are.
*T am a Democrat,” is the one thing that
covers them all. They are not obliged to be
all alike. Cleveland dislikes silver. Bland
lovesit. They are both Democrats and they
both dislike the Republican party, but for dif
ferent reasons. The Democrats are always
against something. What has the party ever
ahampioned? With what great principle or
policy has its name ever been associated? It
is always saying you can’t do something, and
the thing, whatever it is, is always done.
It was so with slavery, with the war, writh the
bonds, with the greenbacks and with the new
tariff bill. The Democratic party has no im•gination. A Republican can tell how a law
will look before it is enacted. The Democrats
must have an object lesson before they can
tell how anything will look. They have got
to be educated to things, and then they under
stand them.
They have been so edneated on the war that
•ome of them actually believe they fought it.
They have been so educated to Lincoln that
they now appeal to him. Two years ago the
Democrats went into the air on

SEVEN PERSONS KILLED
And Three Times That Number Injured
in a Kailroad Accident.

A Prize Picture Puzzle.
EXPLANATION.—The following picture contains four faces, a man and his three daughters.
Any one can find the man’s face, but it is not so easy to distinguish the faces of the three young ladies*
The picture was published in a few newspapers some time ago, and attracted considerable attention *o
our standard remedies. We now offer a new prize competition in connection with :t. As the sole o’ loct
is to introduce our medicines into new homes, those who entered the former competition are requested
not to compete in this one. As the reliability of ‘The Ford Pill Co.,” and the estimation m which rheix
medicines are held m I oronto, Canada, where they are best known, patrons are referred to the doily
newspapers, wholesale druggists and leading business houses generally of Toronto.

BICYCLE
SULKIES.
Send your old Sulky minus the wheels
and have it hung up with the latest im
proved Pneumatic Tire Cycle Wheels,
fitted with Ball Bearings and Tangent Steel
Wire Spokes. We have three sizes of.,
wheels—24, 26 and 28 inch.
Prices complete, F. O. B., $75.00; Wheels
alone, $50.00.
Sent C. O. D., subject to examination.
An air pump supplied with each job.
Address all correspondence

A. N. LOCKE, Salem, Mass.
The proprietors of “The Ford Pill Co.,* will give an elegant pair of Shetland
and Harness, valued at $600, (delivered free in any part of the United Staten,
I
ier^n
fan. make °.ut the three daughters’ faces. To the second will be given an elegant
Laqy S Lola Watch, set m sapphires and diamonds. To the third will be given a pair of
wil1 be
a handsome China Dinner
nSl
the-^ 'XL11 be
« Kodak Camera. To the sixth, a Swiss Mus o
Pox- io
a Fronch Mantol Clock. To the eighth, an elegant Banquet
Lamp. 1 o the ninth, a pair ot Crown Derby Vases. To the tenth, a complete Lawn
TenniS S0t, ^nd many other prLzes in order of merit. Every competitor must cut out the above
1 lizzie Picture,” distinguish the three v
faces by marking a cross with a lead pencil on each,
enc'ose same with 15 U. S. two-cent stamps for one of the following ''Prize Remedies:
^Ford’s Prize Pills,” “Ford’s Prize Catarrh Remedy,” or “Ford’s Prize
M
«T?5Iect
one of the above remedies you desire. Address “ The Ford
Pill Lo,, Cot. Wellington & Bay Sts., Toronto, Canada. The person whose envelope is

Hmm MiHiniw motin, tu.s.i.

postmarked first will be awarded the first prize, and the others in order of merit. As this adver.
tisement appears simultaneously throughout the United States, ev / one has an equal opportumty. To the person sending the last correct answer will be given an easgant Upright Concert
•
lu.HO, valued at S50O.OO. To the yy/ person from the last sending a correct answer
will be given a gentlemans fine Gold “Sandoz” Watch, which strikes the hours and quarter
hours on small cathedral gong at pleasure, and .'.lued 't &3OO.OO. To tbe jtowz/from the last, a
first-class Safety Bicycle, pneumatic tire. To the third from the last,a first-class English Shot
gun. To Mms fourth from the last, a suite of Parlor Furniture. To the fifth from the last, a
handsome Silver Tea Service, To the sixth from the last, an elegant Piano Lamp, To the
seventh from the last, a handsome pair of Portieres. To the eighth from the last, a genuine
English leather travelling Trunk. To the ninth from <ae last, two pieces of genuine French
Statuary, and many other prizes in order of merit.
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PRIZES FOR TlACn STATE.

A special prize of a Silk Dress Pattern (sixteen yards, any color), or a first-class,
Sewing Machine (any make desired) will be given to the first person V each State in the
U. S. who can make out the three daughters’faces. . We shall give away 200 valuuhle prizes,

ANUFACTURERS, wholesale and "retail dealers in Horse Powers, Threshing

M Machines, Wood Sawing Machines, Cider Mills, King of the Cornfield Corn
Planter, Wheelbarrows, Merchandise, Hotel and Bag Trucks, Feed and Root Cutters,

Barrel Headers, Harrows, Wagon Jacks, Garden and Lawn Rollers, Fanning NUlls, and
a general line of Agricultural Implements and Machines. Jobbers supplies in large or
Philadelphia, Oct. 25.—Seven persons besides special prizes, (if there should be so many sending correct answers.) No charge is made tor boxing
and packing of prizes. The names of the leading prize winners will be published in connection with our
small quantities. Goods for export a specialty. Send for general catalogue and prices.
w<
were killed and over twenty seriously in advertisement
in leading newspapers next month. Extra premiums will be given to only those who are
ju
Machine,work and repair work neatly and prompty done.
. «-•
jured, several perhaps fatally, by a colli willing to assist m introducing our medicines. Nothing is charged for the prizes in any way. They
ssion
jc between the Shamokin express and a
are absolutely given away tointroduce and advertise “Ford’s Prize Remedies,” which are stand
jn!8sat-tfh-tf
ffreight
r(
ard medicines, and will be used in every family for years where they have been once introduced. All
yesterday at a point midway be prizes
will be awarded strictly in order of merit, and with perfect satisfaction to the public. The remedies
.
tween West Manayunk station and Rose will be sent by mail, postpaid, and prizes free Of duty.
Glen, on the Philadelphia and Reading
A WATCH FOR EVERY CORRECT ANSWER,
railroad.
ra
'There is considerable mystery connected
An
extra premium of a genuine “Fearless” Watch, (stem winder,) will be awarded to every
wi
with the cause of the disaster. General person who
sends a correct answer within 30 days after this .advertisement appears, in case they should not
Su
Superintendent Bonzano said that the be fortunate enough to secure one of the larger prizes. That is, if any one can find the three faces and
tr
,
enclose them within 30 days from the time this advertisement appears in the newspaper, they are
train
dispatcher
at
Penroyd
had
been
no

xJ
eithei one of the leading prizes,
an extra premium of a watch on conditions stated.
tified to give the freight train orders to guaranteed
No answer will be noticed that does not contain 30 cents for one of Ford’s Prize Remedies.
wait there until the south bound express
• Address THE FORD PILL C0y u 37,” Cor. Wellington & Bay Sts., Toronto, Canada.
had passed. The freight did wait at Pen
ro;
royd until the accommodation had passed,
killed in tne different encounters that nave
L
as
k1
BOTH MAY DIE.
as was the usual custom, but then pulled
taken place thus far in the campaign.
ou
Dut. Whether or not tbe train dispatcher
‘ The army of King Behanzin,” he says.
?r
de
An
Enraged
Husband
Shoot*
His
Wife
■
“has hpon Lttif
and the , re
delivered the order for the freight to wait
The McKinley Bill
fo]
mainder
is in a demoralized condition.”
for
the
express
is
a
mystery,
but
it
is
•nd I am sorry to say that unfortunately thought he did not. The Sundav
LEBANON, Ky., Oct. 25.—In the Mul- The manager of a factory in Dahomey as
tome
went with them. Has it 11
3oai trair0locked tne south boundd draugh hills or Scotts Ridge station in strts th**i a German firm has supplied
•ver occurred that theii''co<
ie this county Dan Horton, a nephew of one King Behanzin with 4000 quick filing rifles
time are deader than Julius Caesar? They track and all trains were running over the
north-bound track.
themselves got into a frght over the question no
of the warring factions in that section, and three field pieces in exchange for
tn their convention, and their platform is at y,,
BIG STRIKE AT~NEW ORLEANS. lives with his wife and one child. A few slaves, tbe last batch of whom was deliv
variance with their candidate’s letter of acdays ago Mrs. Horton’s brother left the ered on May 5. The manager adds that tbe
ceptance. Now, there ought to be some way
L1 Newmarket district for Ohio. Previous >hipment of these slaves occurred under
•f proving even to a Democrat the righteous- Indications That It Will Extend to All
to his going he visited her, for which Hor the personal supervision of the German
Brauches of Trade.
ness of a tariff. The McKinley bill is nothing
consul.
___________
new; it is only the perfection of something
’New Orleans, Oct. 25.—The warehouse ton drove her from home.
56
Saturday she returned, picked up her
that has been going on for the last two and
*
WORK OF A MOB.
non
and
packers
employed
by
the
mer
thirty years. For all that time we have beer
,
p" babe and started to leave the place. She
chants and the drivers employed by the
under protection.
was discovered and ordered to drop the Tennessee Town Captured by Masked
boss draymen made demands of their emxe" child.
The Democrats themselves admit that it has b°
She refused, whereupon Hortou
Men--Colored Man Killed.
ployers which were refused, and yestersome virtue. There is nothing that comei pl<
p"; swore he would kill them both, and.
home to you like the doctrine of protection da
Chattanooga, Tenn., Oct. 25. — The
lay they struck, with the effect of greatly
y
seizing
a
musket,
he
fired
a
heavy
charge
It permeates all business, all human everyday err
embarrassing trade. The laborers’ prin1 of shot into both mother and child. Mrs. little city of Dalton, Ga., thirty miles
life. Put the common sense test to it. What’s ccipal
jr
from here, is in a tumult of excitement
demand was that none but union
the opinion of the whole civilized world? In m should be employed and this precipi? Horton was left lying in the road when over the work of a mob of masked men.
184H, when only men who wrote books had .nen
,
shot
down
until
a
small
boy
traveled
a
Shortly after midnight at least 150
tihe strike. The employers are de- distance
’
•pinions, it was all for free trade. Todaj Jtated
at
of three miles to warn her father
and a large meeting was held atE of his daughter’s fate. Mrs. Horton may mounted men approached the town from
there is only one country for free trade, and *termined
er
that is Groat Britain and Ireland. Is there any th(
the board of trade, at which it was de- (die, but hopes are entertained for the re- all directions and threw out a picket line.
Democrat here who can’t understand argu cid
At a signal the circle closed in, capturing
sided to fight the strike to a finish. The6 covery
,
of the baby. Horton was arrested, the policeman. They then rode to the
went?
em
employers declared that they would in noo
__________________
Now.if protection is wicked and destructive wa
vay recognize the union laborers. Lead-k LONDON’S CATHOLIC LORD MAYOR cabins of two colored men. Jack Wilson
as Cleveland claims, its latest improvement,
was killed by a bullet and his wife badly
g
-----the McKinley bill, must be more disastrous ng■ bankers and merchants are driving
irdinary drays and floats through the0 ;Received in tn® House of Lords by the beaten, and Tom Moye was severely
than anything that has preceded it. We hear ort
pounded. On a promise from the city
itreets to the railroads, and are jeered at
accordingly that it has not increased wages oi str
Lord Chancellor.
marshal to warn other colored families to
>y crowds of strikers. If the strike ex
business. I’ll bring a Democrat to show that by
g
LONDON,
Oct.
25.
—
According
to
custom
leave the town in ten days the mob de
ft has. He has testified against himself and ter
tends to other lines of trade the business •
Baron
Herschell,
the
lord
chancellor,
re

•gainst his crowd, and he is more to be be- of
parted. firing guns and pistols as they
•f 1the city will be completely tied up.
ceived Stuart Knill, lord mayor-elect of w’ent. The best people in the town have
lieved on that account. His name is Peck
LAPHIC BREVITIES.
What does he say? Why, that wages in a
London, in the house of lords. Mr. Knill raised $800 with which to ferret out and
•ingle year have increased $6,0G0,000, and that
r
Charlotte Ed^ren, Swedish* authoress, was accompanied by Sheriffs Benalls, Wil- punish the ringleaders. A committee
there have been between 80,000 and 90,000 inV
nd wife of the Duke Cajanelle, died in’ kins and other city officials. The lord will be sent to interview Governor Northen
dividual increases, and $31,000,000 increase of ?nc
1 chancellor commented upon the fact that to ask his aid.
Tuples.
■manufactured goods in the state of New York Na;
the election of Mr. Knill had been re•lone.
T
The robbers who stole the royal yacht£ <ceived with determined hostility in certain
In comparison with 1860 every man in this off the king of Tahiti were executed at ,
NEWS IN BRIEF.
quarters, owing to the creed in which he
•udience who knows what wages were then j^[faniia.
a
•nd what they are now knows that they are
believed.
A
monument
to William Ellery Chan
It is denied that the Pine Ridge andI
today for like work, whether of brain or
The lord chancelor said that, “undoubt- ning is to be erected at Newport, R. I.
Indians are preparing to go oni edly
<
muscle, 50 per cent, more, and I challenge any Rtosebud
oj
the time was passed when it was im
Five villages were destroyed and many
man here to dispute that when I say 50 pel the
be warpath.
possible for a Chtholic to hold office with lives lost by earthquakes in Asiatic Rus
cent. I am understating. One step further
J
JoeL. Spurrier, general revenue collec- iout paltering with his religious convic sia.
Do you say to me that prices have risen, too ^or
1
Happily the battle of religious lib
and so the increase in w ages makes no differ- ir»?r,’ was shot in a fight near Flintville,, tions.
Eighteen Amherst college piofessors
enn.,
and killed.
<erty had been fought and won, and the
ence?If what you say is true, you are right ±eE
an appeal for the support of Cleve
Hiram D. Tracy committed suicide at <creed in which a man believed was no bar signed
But, as ;'
K w everything for 25 pei
H
land.
•W»+ ' ~
at lam understat- Noi
rorwich, Conn. He buried his wife last rier
J
to privileges, rights and honors.”
An extra freight train on the Boston and
"vutshell. wee
eek and was despondent.
Maine was wrecked near Charlestown,
for youi
rp
GUNS FOR SLAVES.
The
United States supreme court has re
Mass.
HaS trained Judge Nelson of Boston from (
German Firm Supplies Dahomeyans with
Hundreds of lives were lost and many
roceeding
with the Alva-Dimock case.
yithout Pro
'
Arms and Ammunition.
houses swept away by a flood in Sall Spe
1
C,
Captain
Harvey Miller, the Middlefield
Paris, Oct. 25.—Colonel Dodds, com ra to, Italy.
(Coi
Jonn.) hermit, is dead. He lived in absoThe treasurer of the Irish National
of the French forces in Dahomey,
lute
ite filth and misery, but leaves a fortune mander
1
•atimatQd
that 1500 Dahomevans have been league has protested against party bids
itimated at $100,000.
4
ned esti
for the Irish vote.
Henry
Bates of New Haven was so I
H
idly wounded in his right arm while j "
is ba(i
unting at West Sumner, Me., that am- I
,n hur
put
citation was necessary.
At
s
A Morse’s thread factory, South Easton,
y Mas
Ass., David Ervin was caught in a belt
id had his right arm torn from his body,
<d and
is recovery is doubtful.
1. His
e
Tl Provincetown (Mass.) water com
The
y mis;
ission has voted to introduce water into
I Pro
rovincetown, the system to include a
pun
imping station and standpipe.
R<
Robert
Franz died at Berlin. He was
bori
>rn in 1825. He won fame as a com
pose
ber, particularly of religious chants,
He«
e also composed many popular airs.
Reuben Rice, an old-time boston mer
B
hant,
is dead.
ch
a
Frank Higil killed his wife and himseli
F
i IPhiladelphia.
Martin says everything points to
’David
O
'ublican suceess in New York.
? Republicans of Pawtucket, R. I.,
vated James Brown for mayor.
Jose, one of the oldest and wealth
izeus of Portland, Me., is dead.
Republicans of Manchester, N. II.
ted John C. Bickford for mayor,
ado Democrats may unite with the
party to defeat the Republicans
persons were killed and many in
an explosion at Los Angeles

siana nere bandying ceremonies, ror it’s leru rne ouik or ms rortune to Joan wai
one pang by disclosing this traitorous,
us’ confounded chilly;” saying which, he led ter’s widow and child, which, after all,
disloyal, nameless feeling that had grown
wn the way to the apartment Richard had
.
p
(Continued from Page 3.)
up in her heart. Oh! that she could just quitted. “Well, this is comfort,” wt^s a simple act of justice, for the de
mon of nightmare had told the truth.—
and
give
bimselt
up
to
nls
enemies.
crush it out like a poisonous thing—this
Cutlcura Cures All Skin Eruptions,
111 s he continued, rubbing his hands before New York World.
There was but one course open to ’her.
strange madness which had cringed her
Gives a Clear Complexion Free
ier the fire. “I haven’t felt so much at home
She must hurry on at her utmost speed,
from a careless girl to an ai&ious, sad since 1 left there.”
from Pimples.
Ti’ousers the Correct Thing for the Ladle*,
give him the papers, and without arous
dened woman. The old rooms and the
*10
A hasty survey of his visitor added
ing his suspicions, urge him to instant
It is well understood by the advanced
quiet wood where she often wandered
;ecl alarm to Richard’s astonishment. He
departure. All this she determined
to escape her mother’s eyes seemed to was a wirv. ill looking little man. in a women of the period that trousers were
upon as she hastened onward with reck
mock her with memories of things that
iat rusty suit of black, with a wicked leer woman’s original dress. It was the in
less speed. But the hut was still at a
had passed away forever.
ferior male creature in the primitive
on his face and one clubfoot.
considerable distance, and the way was
It was one day late m April, when she
“1 say, Dick,” the little man resumed, times that had to wear skirts, but as
rough and difficult, even to her nimble
was returning from one of these aimless
esa holding his hands in the blaze as if they civilization undermined the stamina of
feet. When at last she reached the
rambles, that she saw a body of horse
se- were fireproof, “what an inhospitable the female, and she lost her prestige and
shanty and sank into her brother’s arms,
men moving along the road before her.
er- dog vou are!”
was persuaded that woman was a weaTw *
<
she was breathless from fright and ex
They might be a squad of cavalrymen
en
“Whether hospitable or Inhospitable,” vessel, sne airowed men to steal her
haustion.
like
those
who
had
passed
and
halted
;ed growled Richard, losing his temper as he trousers and palm off on her the skirts
•But, dear, I cannot keep you a mo
many days before, she thought, uncon
>n- gained his courage, “is not your busi- with which they had before been com
ment,” she panted, after he had glanced
|sciously quickening her steps. But no,
io. ness, but 1 wTould like to know what is.” pelled to envelop themselves.
over the papers she thrust into his hands,
ithey wore the Confederate gray, a strag
ig-
“It’s bad talking business on an empty ’ The cavil that has been made that
'‘not even to answer questions. You
<gling, disorderly band, torn and tattered,
id, stomach. ”
there isn’t much ornament and trimming
don’t know the danger we are in or the
with unkempt hair and beards. Many
ny
“I don’t see how it’s to be helped,” an- to be got onto trousers has been fully
risk 1 have run in coming. Oh, Frank,
of them reeled in their saddles, with
th
swered
Dick,
doggedly.
answered. Trousers with high color to
it would break mother’s heart if any
songs and reckless laughter, but she felt
sit
“Don’t see how it’s to be helped, you them, trousers with frills and furbelows
thing should happen to you. No, dear,
no fear of them. She put her hands to curmudgeon!” thundered the little mai and
,
ribbons and flowers, trousers of red
we women are not in any danger. The
her mouth, trumpetwise, and shouted:
fiercely “With the remains of such a and
,
yellow with roundabouts of blue and
soldiers are quartered upon us, but they
“What news? Has Lee surrendered?
1?” | feast on the table there must be more jgreen, trousers of velvet and silk and
£
are civil enough in their bearing. But,
And the leader, swaying heavily over
er 1 where it came from.”
(old lace and darts and shirring and
Eczema iO Years Cured
0 Frank, you must hurry. Let me
oh.
his horse’s neck, shouted back with an
“
Upon
my
word,
”
replied
Richard
:
I purchased and used Cuticura with the most give
%
fichus
and galloons, trousers as resplen
you mother’s love and her blessing
-gratifying results. 1 was troubled with eczema in e
oath:
meekly, for he was getting flightened dent
(
as angel wings with a roundabout
and her kiBses, with dear little Missy’s
the form of salt rheum for ten years, and had quite ft
“No, miss, and he’ll never surrender!’!” again, “there is not a bite in the house.” and
;
despaired of being cured. Cuticura, with the help and
a
hat to match will always take th©
mine, and then you must go.”
of the Cuticura Soap and Cuticura Resolvent,
“He’ll never surrender!” they all yelled
ed
“Don’t lie!” roared the other; “there is <cake. In fact, the reason trousers are
“And not a moment to talk with you.
has permanently removed my complaint, and left
in a wild chorus, as they put spurs to a cold ham i n the pantry and a demi- ]not now a thing of beauty and a joy for
«ny flesh sound, and healthy.
Glen?”
their maddened horses and disappeared
JAMEB T. WILSON, Manufacturing Chemist,
ed john of brandy in the closet.”
<ever is merely because man ruined them
“Not a moment. Is that Black Bess
62 Beekmau Street, New York, N.Y.
in a cloud of dust.
“
How
do
you
know
that?
”
it
was
on
i
after
he stole them from his wife and
_________
titied out yonder? Wait, 1 will go with
When she reached the house her
er the tip of Richard’s tongue to ask, but sisters.
i
you to mount, and then you must ride
mother met her, with a new light on her
er he was too much aipazed to speak.
Cuticura Remedies
£like the wind.”
When woman, with her eye for color
stricken face, and led her gently in, and
id
“How do i know it?” broke in the jand her genius for trimmings, gets back
Are the greatest skin cures, blood purifiers, and
It
was
quite
dusk
in
the
wood.
humor remedies of modern times. Sold every
there upon the sofa lay her brother, pale
le stranger, as if reading his thoughts; ]her trousers, they are going to look very
Black Bess whinnied with pleasure
where. Price, Cuticura, 50c.; Soap, 25c.; Re
and worn and wasted indeed, but sound
id “why 1 smell them; so bring them out.” <different indeed. As for mere men, they
solvent, $1. Prepared by the Potter Drug
and snuffed daintily as Glen passed her
in body and limb. “It is all over, Glen,l,”
■and Chemical Corporation, Boston.
Richard would have demurred, but have
J
had their day and their trousers.
“ How to Cure Blood DiBeases,” mailed free. hand caressingly over the creature’s
he said, springing up to meet her and
id his guest made a movement "which con- If
] they desire for convenience sake to
---------------------- «--------------------------------------- 82
satin neck. Her brother held her for a
clasping her in his arms; “it is all over,
>r, vinced him delay might be dangerous. <dress in something that will distinguish
Dft Py’C Skin and Scalp purified and beautified moment in a close embrace; there was
DnDi 0 by Cuticura Soap. Absolutely pure.
and Lee has surrendered.” He broke
ke and the required articles were produced, jthem from the women, they will be wel
a whispered “God bless you,” a quick
down in a burst of sobs.
Without changing his seat the little man <come to don the discarded skirts and
vault to the saddle, and then the spirited
And now a strange hope awoke in drew up to the table and began to eat. petticoats
j
and pullbacks and corsets and
mare, with her gallant rider, dashed for
Glen’s heart and lived there. It budded
?d And how he did eat! A chunk of ham —
- anything they find that they can slip
ward out of sight. Glen watched them
with the spring, and blossomed with the
io big enough for a shark bait was stuck over
<
their heads.—Nebraska State Jour*
until the last glimmer of Confederate
summer flowers that opened this year to on the point of a carving knife and nal.
j
i
gray had vanished, and then turning,
ig,
ts not my ahost, darllna.^
nt thrust down his throat with the audacity
When she returned to consciousness she shed their petals upon many graves; but
with tear filled eyes and a beating heart,
How the Cat Flea Breeds.
id of a sword swallower. Another and anis. was lying in her own bed with Mauin when the autumn came and the wood
saw Captain Campbell not ten rods dis
dove moaned all day in her plaintive
ye other followed, till nothing remained
During the spring and summer month©
a
Q<
Betsey
’
s
black
face
bending
anxiously
tant, leaning quietly against a tree,
tones and the wind awoke in the pines,
>s, but the bone, which he crushed with his the
t female flea simply drops her egg*
over her.
with his arms folded on his breast.
:s, teeth and then sucked the marrow.
I
Into
the fur of the cat, but in autumn
oq
“Daryouis, honey,” she said, with a a newspaper, the first in many weeks,
In an instant the indignant blood
founds its way to them. It was out of
“Now for punch!” he cried.
fand winter she glues each firmly upon a
rushed hotly to her face and throat. He great sigh of relief. “Bless my life, but date, but still welcojne, and Glen went
nt
“There is no hot water,” Richard ven- Ihair. These eggs are so small as to b©
evidently expec^pd her to speak. In I thought dem eyes nuver was gwine ter to the open window to read it and there,
e, tured to say.
Ibarely visible to the naked eye, but un
[
a
open,
and
yer
ma
r
8
jes
gone
plum
deed, he lifted his cap and advanced
in a list of the dead, she saw his name.
“Water—who asked for water? Bring der
c the microscope they are extremely
.y
’
stracted
’
bout
yer.
She
stepped
to
her
step, but her pause was only momentary.
She was alone, but she did not cry out
it me a lemon, some sugar and a kettle.”
I
beautiful,
being perfectly translucent,
lst room for some mo’ arnica, and honey”—
With her head up, she went swiftly past
or faint. She had never been guilty of
of
The kettle was placed on the fire. The Imuch resembling the loveliest pearls.
him, noticing him no more than if h
hee Maum Betsey raised her finger warning- anything so weak and womanish but
it Btranger filled it with brandy, adding The
1
flea deposits nearly 200 of these at a
had been the tree against which he had ly—“don’t yer tell her how you come ter once in her strong young life, but she
ie lemon and sugar to suit his taste. As the time,
t
running about and dropping them
de
beheah.
”
leaned. With one stride he was beside
stepped out upon the lawn, though it liquor boiled over it caught fire, setting Ihere and there. They soon hatch into
The
caution
was
given
not
a
moment
1
her.
s
white footless worms which, go
lgg too soon, for just then the door opened was raining heavily, and went like a the whole in a blaze. Richard jumped small,
“Will you accept my escort, Miss
i: cocoon in about ten days.
and Mrs. Helen came hurriedly wounded thing down the long dark avee- up to take it off; the stranger caught his into
Helen?” he asked courteously. “This softly
'
Nothing can be prettier than this co*
jv in. Not that Glen could have divulged nue of moaning cedars. “He is dead,” arm and flung him back as if he had
wood is a lonely place, and particularly
Bhe said to herself, when at last she
ie been a child instead of a substantial citi- coon.
c
It is like a flask of clear glass,
at
something
of
which
she
herself
was
to1
unsafe in these unsettled times and at '
1; zen of fourteen stone.
ttinged at the edges with pearly tints, and
Mr. CHABLES KNOX, Oakland, Me.,
,this hour.”
tally ignorant, but the old habit of shield- 1reached the great gates and stopped;
“What are you about?” he exclaimed dotted
d
over with gold. The little sleeper
her mother from all anxiety, which “dead, and he will never know that 1
CLAIMS THAT
“It seems infested with spies at any ing
1she had
prayed he might come back to me—that
it
“The punch is doing well enough.”
v
within
lies in a circle, is a pretty ros©
shared
in
common
with
Maum
'
rate,” she said haughtily. “1 could 1Betsey ever since she was a girl in short 1no matter what happened he might
it
“I was only afraid the house might be color,
c
looking for all the world like th©
scarcely expect you to relinquish your (dresses, asserted itself now. When her 1come back—that he might only, only
Ly burnt.”
ddelicate petal of a flower. At first he i*
role so quickly for that of protector.
*mother’s pale face bent over her she was 1some back.”
“Bother the house,” replied the little not
n larger than a mite, but feeds well
*
'
But
’
aand grows quickly in size and strength,
Through all the wind, and the fallingg man; “there’s no danger.”
CAN CURE THE OLD, DYSPEPTIC
J to spy upon a woman!” In her unri
’
able
to
look
up
brightly
and
reassure
her.
(controllable excitement she had turned
it
“Your health, Dick!” at length he reaching
r<
maturity in about six week*.—
“It is nothing, mother; only the slight- 1rain, and the darkness did he hear that
SOLDIER.
iin the uarrow pathway to confront him,
j- said,
and raising the kettle all blazing to St..
S Louis Republic.
despairing cry? For he was there, claspi
j
k’ (est
sort
of
a
sprain;
you
see,
1
was
walk1
------------------ £and her face shone white in the dark1ing so rapidly—but 1 am perfectly well 1ing her in his passionate arms.
1
his
lips he drank like a dromedary.
Speed
of
an
Earthquake.
Gentlemen :
1
ness.
“When you and your soldiers
“It was not 1. This is not my ghost,t, “And now, Dick, it’s your turn,” he
T3 ]now. 1—I”—becoming vaguely conI am an old soldier,and I have been i
The course which an earthquake run*
yourselves upon us, Captain
id said,
after a long breath. “You must
darling,” he was saying, as he showered
f
troubled with my itomach ever since I forced
1
lI
J
fused
—
“
don
’
t
quite
remember
how
1
‘
Jeanie back from the/ army. My trouble was ((Mmpbell, we accepted the fortunes of <
is usually very rapid. From the instant
ie
drink
my
health
now.
”
is
kisses
upon
her
white
face;
“
1
have
come
<
came
here,
but
Maum
Betsey
found
me
Headache, Distress after eating, Sour .
<
Richard drew back.
vwhen the first shock was felt at Lisbon
Stomach, Heartburn, Bloating Spells, war as gracefully as we might, and
1 and
put me to bed, so as not to alarm back in the flesh to claim you mine,9,
and Dizziness; unable to sleep nights. treated
t
you, if not in the spirit at least
,
alien—mine—always mine!”
“Drink!” shouted the stranger, hold- to
t< the period when . all was over, and.
8 you
any
sooner
than
was
necessary.
”
Some days I would have a good appetite and |tn the letter of courtesy, ue our quests.
*
*
«
»
»
#
j
• “And your brother, my poor child?”
ing c -at the vessel.
nn^lrly 30,000 people killed, not mor©
would eat heartily; but a few minutes after _
58,
;r Poor Dick took a single gulp. He lert than two minutes had elapsed. Usually
I would wish that I had not eaten anything, I Do you know that a southerner—yes,
“And to think,” she said, lifting her
?’
“Oh! he got off nicely. He was in
it would cause m% such distress. Such was fthe humblest of us—would sever his
>d »she skin of his mouth on the brim of the
nappy eyes to the tall man who leaned
life day and night until I used Grodcr’s
:
ls
good
spirits,
and
BayB
we
shall
hear
from
J
ten to thirty seconds elapse bi I
arm from his body sooner than be6 jhim in a few days at farthest. But, ‘igamst a tree beside her, leisurely smokr- jrettle, his throat was scorched as with from
1
Botanic Dyspepsia Syrup. You can all right
1
see from my photograph ana from my state- guilty
<_
tween the first and last shocks of sever©
of
what
you
have
seen
fit
to
conj
ng
and
watching
her
as
she
rested
on
.i
n
iquid
fire
and
his
hair
was
singed
by
the
Q~ jmother, 1 must send you to bed. You ]
inent that I enjoy'good health. I can now
;o dDlaze.
0iearthquakes. But this lightning speed
Work every day, and I recommend this 6sider your duty? And a gentleman
in look
as tired as 1 am,.so good night.” .ler royal couch of pine needles, “to
is not always the earthquake’s mode of
Syrup to everybody, but particularly to my \would scorn to accept information from
j
;hink
that
in
this
very
spot
1
was
once
?e
“
And
now
to
business,
”
said
the
m jBut when the door closed gently after
old comrades, as I know that thousands
10
very,
very
angry
with
you,
Alan!
”
bBtranger, resuming his seat and leaving traveling. While Caraca, in Venezu
are suffering just as I was.
8a base slave who betrays his master!”
her mother Glen raised herself on one 6
Yours respectfully,
“Perhaps the latter character is an ex- £arm
“And to think,” he answered, bendingg Dick
I
to sit or stand as he chose. “You ela was almost totally destroyed and
and looked Maum’Betsey eagerly in
Charles Knox,
people were killed in less than
otic
which
exists
only
south
of
Mason
lown to pat the sturdy youngster who,>, knew
k
John Walter, I believe.”
J12,000
’
Oakland, Maine. c
>n
the
face.
—-----------aand Dixon’s line, Miss Helen.”
“Ye—yes,” stammered Richard, *1 twenty seconds by the great shock of
“Mammy,” she said, “how did 1 get Eleated in his mother’s lap, was pullingg
1812, there are cases in which constantly
His tones were perfectly calm. If she
{
o
knew a person of that name.”
Tn
ouR faith
in
”
Jill her bright hair down with his bravee Dnce
recurring shocks have lasted for weeks.
III nnnvE
rpllwr THEMED
ICINE, had
fc
not been bo swept out of her ordi10 here?
lands,
“
that
just
four
years
after
a
“
You
and
he
went
to
California
ton
“Why, bless yo’ life, chile, de capen
No odds how brief the span, the most
__
trftth
of
nary
self
control
she
might
have
detected
i
louthern
girl
—
a
Virginian
of
Virginia
—
o
On and after October 1,1R9I. we give every E
M brung you. You didn’t think a meracle e
Kicnard acknowledged the fact.
ftFrightful havoc can be wrought, and th©
(ihould confess that she blessed the day
person selling our medicine the privilege of a
a faint amusement in his voice, but her
er
done
happen
ter
my
old
jints,
so
’
s
1
could
*
“
You
made
money
and
he
didn
’
t.
”
selling six bottles for $5.00, and guarantee cpassion had blinded her perceptions.
Wave of destruction propagated from th©
that in case it does you no good you can *
fotch yoq. did you? Lawd! when he when Lee surrendered!”’
“1 believe 1 was the more fortunate of most distant regions. The rumbling
“And now, if you have fulfilled your
£corned roun1 ter de kitchin do’, and called |
THE END.
J
receive your money back. Read guaranty
lr
the two.”
Barth sound travels at the rate of about
with every bottle. We claim to cure Dys- Emission,” she said after a pause, “you r
,u me, sorter soft like, wid you in his arms,
pepsia. Headache, Sour Stomach, Heartburr.,
“You and he started to return togeth- 10,000 to 11,000 feet per second, and the
Kidney Complaint, Neuralgia^Distress after Vwill permit me to find my way home.”
des es limp es a dishrag, you could a’
WHINSTONE
’S VISITOR ard
»sr, and he died at San Francisco.” Rich- fe£Barth
wave, on an average, about 1,200
vating, Palpitation of the Heart, Colic, Ner
“My mission will not be fulfilled until
, j.knocked me down wid a fedder. But he
e
vousness, Loss of Sleep, Dizziness, Irregular- »
_______
a bowed.
feet
in the same space of time.—St.
I
have
seen
you
safe
at
your
mother
’
s
ity of the Appetite, Pleurisy Pains, Bloat, i
.
s
mighty
quick
'splained
it,
and
den
1
seed
“
His
wife
and
child
are
now
destil
Louis Republic.
Wind on the Stomach, Hacking Cough, and ddoor,” he said gravely, as he lifted his
To get money and to keep it, accord- ttute,” the stranger persisted.
*s de coas’ was clar, case old Miss was
Constipation. And why will it cure? Be
and fell a pace behind her. If her
cause it is Relaxing, Purifying, Soothing, cap
,
ng
to
Richard
Whinstone
’
s
catechism,
3r singin Missy to sleep in her room, so we ’
x<
“1 can’t help that.”
Watermelon Juice for Freckles.
and Healing. It is compounded from the life
li depended upon it she could not have
e crope in an’ up de staircase, an’ he laid itvere the two chief ends*of man. He w^
ts
“Of course not. It was his boy you
purest roots and herbs, free from Alcohol uttered another word of protest. There
Farewell
to freckles on faces and arrna^
«r Morphia. It is harmless to the smallest
e you down jes as easy as ef you’d ben a tk single man on principle. It was the
ie gave
the good advice to today. I hope If the experience
g
child; children like it, and it is far superior Vwas nothing to be done consistent with baby.
of a South American
j,
But
Lawd!
ain
’
t
1
gwine
ter
give
j
•e
the'young
scamp
will
profit
by
it.
”
t
to Castor Oil and all other preparations.
(dignity
i
ady
is
verified.
Some
time ago, in the
but to hurry homeward and rid, dat Nelse a tas’ o’ my strop in de mawn- .•ight thing economically, and therefore
Call for Groder’s Botanic Dyspepsia
ie
The scene with the little beggar Rich- ibsence of water, of which
•ight indubitably. To one person in the
there was a
jin’."
Syrup. None genuine unless bearing our bherself as quickly as possible of his hated
d
'
s ard
trade-mark, the Beaver.
ppresence. Ab she pressed swiftly for
fl was sure had been witnessed by no jreat dearth at the time, she washed her
r“
“Did Captain Campbell tell you about 5vorld Richard Whinstone was generous,d one.
How
the
stranger
had
found
it
out
ward, trying to forget that she was not Nelse?”
!ace with some of the juice of a watery
* ind that was his dear friend—Richard 0was
past comprehension.
THE GRODER DYSPEPSIA CURE COMPANY. alone,
a
but hearing always that steady,
nelon. The result was so soothing that
“Cose he did. He brung him roun Whinstone.
“
You
’
re
quite
sure
John
Walter
died
ihe repeatedly washed her face in thia
firm step behind her, a hundred quesWATERVILLE, MAINE.
Richard Whinstone had done a good'd poor?” the stranger went on.
9" tter me by de shoulder. ‘1 hain’t teched
tions buzzed in her brain. Why was he
and her astonishment was great,
10 dis young rascal,’ he said; ‘but he clay’s work. He had made one or twoo
“Oh, quite,” said Richard; “I paid his ftnanner,
l few days later, on seeing that there
alone, and on foot?
d’serves as sound a thrashin’ as you can jirofitable bargains; he had sold up the
f
ie funeral
expenses myself.”
wvas not a freckle left on her previously
She had expected to see a squad of fjfin’ it in yo’ heart to giv’ him,’ and den Widow Marten, and turned her and her
jr
“That’s a lie,” retorted the little man; jefreckled face. —Exchange.
cavalry dash from behind the trees and he tored off lak mad down dat short cut e11 x children out of doors for nonpayment
it “" they were paid by the public. It’s an
scurry forward in the direction whichh tto de woods.”
c)f rent; and, finally, had read a little
o
te other
lie that he died poor. He had
Advice to Market Gardeners.
Black Bess and her rider had taken.L
There was a long pause, and then the Iioy, with a pinched and pitiful face,whe
lc $$20,000 with him, which you stole.”
In
a
lecture on market gardening,
Was he armed? No; she had not thoughtlt girl
g broke the silence with a sobbing, 1 lad besought the price of a loaf of breadd
“1 deny it!” Richard fairly screamed, pProfessor
Bailey tersely remarks: “Mar*
of it before; but now, as if his presence:e pitiful cry: “Oh, mammy, mammy! 1 gmd who said he had a sick mother at
it “and defy you to prove it.”
,keting is one-half
of success; therefor©
had been photographed upon her mem-b aam so tired. Can’t you sing me to sleep, 1lome, a lecture on the sinfulness of begr-
“Prove it! What effrontery! Why, I study
,
your market thoroughly; learn
ory, she saw him as he had leaned care-*• like you used to?”
pging, that evidently touched the little
s you do it!”
le saw
conditions and demands. Failure is
lessly against the tree—in a dark blueQ
“ ’Deed 1 will, honey, ’deed I will, xvretch’s conscience, for he turned asidee
“It’s false. There was nobody pres the
often brought about by ignoring such
frock coat, with his cap pushed back \You’s all wukked up! I knowB you is. amd wept bitterly.
eent.”
differences as the color, size or
from his brow and not even his sword Nuver min’, nuver min’.”
“You’re a good citizen, Dick,” he said,1,
“Be careful, Dick, or you’ll commit small
certain varieties that please th©
dangling from his side—as peaceful aa
Maum Betsey patted the girl’s hand als he 8at down to dinner, “and deservee yourself.
y
1 saw you do another thing.” flavor
'publicof
or for some other reason,
figure as one might meet on an afternoonn gently,
g
rocking her own body to and fro t o be rewarded.”
Richard shrank shivering in a chair, or for taste,
no
reason,
except because it ia
stroll. What could it all mean? She0 as
B if she held in her arms the baby she
The dinner was one after his ownn tbut said nothing.
,fashionable, it becomes
popular. Bos
was faint with excitement and perplex- had nursed so many years ago, and 1:teart. It was a treat he had promisedd
“John Walter would have survived
ity. The way seemed interminable, and (.Glen nestling in her pillows was soothed Itimself if things went right, and theyy his
h illness, but you put poison in his Ston wants a branched celery, while New
York requires a tall, straight stalk;
Vt had grown very dark. An owl hooted by the senseless lullaby crooned in the tlad gone right. He ate, drank and wasis emedicine!”
markets desire red onions, while
tlose at hand and the wind sighed inQ qquavering old voice.
rnerry. If his appetite lost its edge, theie
A sudden fury took possession of Rich- S(some
others
white ones. Find your
lhe pine trees above her, and still thatt
Baa, baa black sheep,
I. >ottle of burgundy was there to whet
a
d ard Whinstone when he saw the secret nmarket prefer
before
the crop is ready. Send
firm step sounded behind her, bringingg
Whar you lef’ yo’ la-a-m?—
j t, and he fell to again, till the last moro his life in another’s keeping. The
r- of
Way down yander in de valley.
the produce to market in the neatest
with it—how dared she acknowledge itt
el,
like
Macbeth
’
s
amen,
stuck
in
his
c
is
carving
knife
lay
within
his
reach.
He
She was roused in the morning by the hroat.
attractive condition. Be hon
to herself—a certain sense of protectionQ
gseized it, and springing on the stranger and
* most
est.
Secure the same customers each
and comfort. Once he stretched out his8 trampling of horses, the jingle of spurs
Satiety
normally
begets
placidity.
The
v
Le
with
a
desperate
plunge,
sought
to
bury
‘
so as to establish a reputation. In
hand to hold aside an overhangingj and
a a bugle call on the lawn below, j ion, the leopard and the lamb might lie t blade in his heart, but it glanced as year,
,
each
have one reliable dealer to
bough that she might pass, and then, Maum Betsey, who had kept faithful [own together any day, with perfectJte the
f
plate armor, and in an instant the e<whomcity
you can send your stock.”
thank heaven! they cleared the woods,j, watch all night by the girl’s bedside, afety to the latter—provided the twoo from
1:
little
man
was
on
his
feet.
at her startled cry. “It’s de so''---- U—
~j
the way grew smoother, and at last thee roused
*
had their bellies full. The boaa
“Oh, ho!' that’s your game, is it?”
Ltv« Stock’FoXnts.
•%
jers,
honey,” she said drowsily. “I clar, cormer
lights of home twinkled before them.
j<
onstrictor,
gorged
with
an
ox,
betakes
»
And
with
a
trip
that
sent
his
heels
A good fresh milk cow with her c*lf
As they entered the long, dark avenuee IA furgot dat Mars Capen’ done cha’hged timself, for a season, to a life of quiet,t. gspinning in the air Richard was thrown
has
sold in the New York market tht*
n to tell you dat he done got his orders, rJut the effect on Richard Whinstone wasis headlong
There is only one pure salt which led to the house it seemed like go-h me
h
with a force that shook the season for as high as fifty dollars. A
ing into the gloom of another wood.L. and
B hed to march de fust ting dis mawn- afferent. The expense of a whole suck-c- house
h
to
its
foundation.
The
clubfoot
and that is
;
Eood milk cow not quite fresh has sold
Strange
to say Glen was feeling wildly b
pig, wallowing in wine, rested heav- v
planted on his stomach—and what for thirty dollars.
that this silence must be broken—that j. And so upon that day Glen took up i]ly on his conscience, and his brain be-r-y aawas
horribly
ugly
foot
it
was!
It
was
cleft
life
anew
with
an
added
burden
—
a
seshe must say some word of acknowledg- 1
Galvanized iron vessels are goodt©
an to busy itself with schemes of reim-i- 1like the hoof of an ox and seemed to
ment ©r dismissal As she turned her_ cret, awful burden that weighed upon 8•ursement.
hold the water for the chickens. They
yweigh a ton.
f
her
girlish
heart.
All
through
that
fab
foot caught in the protruding root of
must be cleansed every morning and.
The current of his thoughts was inter-r“Then you are the”---e ctai month, in which the March winds
(one of the old trees, and she would have
filled with fresh cold water.
upted by a loud knock. Who could be•e
“
Pray,
keep
a
civil
tongue
in
your
f
clothed
the
woods
with
beauty,
the
days
r
fallen heavily forward had not a pair of
oining on business at that hour? Somee head,
h
and
come
along,
”
said
the
little
*
went
by
in
that
old
house,
wrapped
in
a
c
A Safe Investment.
strong arms caught and held her in a n
vith a bill to discount ina rman.
mist of fire and blood and carnage. No 0ne, peru
Is tme which is guaranteed to bring yo*
close embrace.
t would bear no waitb-
Richard fainted.
news of the outside world reached them. an emo
latisfectory results, or in case of faflure a ret
“Glen, my poor child, have you hurt No communication stirred the pall of tig. t
® better, and he has-iWhen he came to himself day was ** of purchase price. On this safe plan yon
yourself?” When the first spasm of painn jdread and anxiety which had settled ened
, <»>»or.
fcbreaking. The old housekeeper, who calrn
san buy from our advertised Druggist a bottl©
This statement e easily from her wrenched ankle was over, she0 down upon them, but at night they could “1
Dick?” the strangert hhad found him groaning and sprawling of>f Dr. King s New Discovery for Consumpheard his low voice in her ear. “Am 1 g(see the red light of fires blazing against Sreo
a
familiarity
altogetho
i- on the floor, had, with much difficulty, tw;ion It is guaranteed to bring relief in every
proved either true or false. cruel to say 1 cannot be sorry if it has18 the quiet skies, and shuddered in their e r too _
when used for any affection of Throat,
a needy customer.
gshaken him into consciousness. She as- iase
Lungs,or chest, Bronchits, Asthma,“Whooping
given you to me for one moment? My beds when the sullen boom of cannon
“1 have no ae pleasure of your ac-5- sisted
g
him to bed; but Richard never fjJough,
(
Croup, etc., etc. It is pleasant ana
Write us for a test.
darling, don’t struggle so. I love youl, shook the earth. Not one word or line i Quaintance, sir,” said Richard, in a tone0 was
y
himself again. The surfeit of pig igreeable - to taste, perfectly safe, and can
Glen; do you hear me? Love you' ccame from the absent son and brother, nlore freezing than polite.
fchad brought on a fever, of which he **dways be depended upon.
Nash, Whiton & Co,, New Vork, | What do all the wars of the universe1 a]
bottles free at K. H. Gerrish’s Drugstore
1( and to the anguish that was whitening ’ “But I know you very well,” returnedd ddied in eight days. His last rational act T1rrial
1
Lisbon St Lewiston
matter to us? Nothing; though I were her mother’s hair Glen dared not add t he stranger: “and nrav don’t let na was
v the execution of a will by which he

GREATEST SKIN CURES
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Worcester
Salt

WHEN LEE SURRENDERED.

a traitor tor saying so. You do not
hate me?” There was only a low moan
for answer. “But when this war is
ended you will let me come back and
win you?”
“You may not. care to come back
then,” she said defiantly She had drawn
herself away from him, though the ef
fort to stand without his aid was blanch
ing her lips. “You may not care to
come then. We may be the conquerors. ’’
“No, my poor child, that will never
be. For your sweet sake 1 might for a
moment forget myself and my country
and echo your wish; but when your
gallant commander lays down his arms.
when Lee surrenders, Glen, may 1 come
back and claim you?”
“When Lee surrenders!” she repeated
mockingly, and then she remembered no
more.

WATERTOWN, N. Y.

City Clerk O’Hearn corroborated these

two aidermen, and said m addition that
A WIFE’S CONFESSION.!I Ii Weldon
deceived four votes.

James H. Weldon, the principal wit
ness, testified to giving $1000 to Aiderman
iBolton at his office, March 12, and re :eivw rs. Hill Plotted to Imprison1 | ing the alderman’s promise of a liquor
license. Here the court rested.
Her Husband.
MANSLAUGHTER CHARGED.

IE WAS CHARGED WITH POISONING.

Engineer Goodwin Held Responsible for
tlie Cambridge Disaster.

Another Man Appears to Have Been,
i
Mixed Up in the Case.
Boston, Oct. 26.—Says The Globe: Liv.
ing Li. Hill, who was arrested in Saco.Me.,
last April, charged with forgery and at
tempting to poison his wife, arrived in
Boston Monday. He was seen yesterday
by a reporter, and stated some of the cir
cumstances of the *case. Mrs. Hill has
inade a statement or confession in which
She fully exonerates her husband, and reyeals what appears to be a conspiracy
jagainst him. In a deposition made Aug.
ci she said:
j * * * I. ate a large quantity of medicines,
»nd in my judgment that is what cause my
Illness at the time it was said my husband at
tempted to poison me, and that the cause of
aaid sickness was not any ham or other thing
1 ato which my husband gave me.
History of the Case.

Mr. Hill conducted a provision store
and restaurant in Boston, and his wife
and three children resided in Saco. Mr.
■Hill frequently visited his wife, and sent
provisions and money from Boston.
On Friday, April 22, he received a letter
in Boston, saying that his wife was very
sick and that he must come home at once.
On Sunday, April 24, Mr. Hill reached
SSaco and was arrested. The hearing was
set for the following week, but Mrs. Hill
was too ill to appear. Her statement was
taken, however.
At this time no arsenic had been fouirtl
to prove the charge that a poisoned ham
Lad been sent to Mrs. Hill by her husband some days before. The hearing was
then set for May 13, and on May 3 arsenic
was found in the wine of Mrs. Hill. Mrs.
liill came to Boston in November, 1891,
Without sending her husband any word of
her intended visit. She returned to Saco,
{Recording to her statement, consulted
three lawyers, two of whom offered her
Ho such advice as she was seeking,and the
third took her case. In January, 1892, dijrorce proceedings were commenced by
®Irs. Hill, but were dropped soon after,
[ In part, the statement, or confession, of
Mrs. Hillis^this:

Preparing the Mileage Ticket Caso.

The Confession.

FOR HORSES IN MAINE.
’TTT' 8. LAMSON, the former SuperintcnW • dent of the Enterprise Farm in Augusta, has leased the same and is prepared to
board Horses for the winter. He has extra
box stalls and can accommodate 16 head.
Terms Reasonable.

W. S, LAMSON,
Augusta, Me.

MECHANICS
SAVINGS BANK,
AU BIEN, JOE.

OROANIHD mitUARY 27, 1875.
Deposits......................................................... 8975,55483

Reserve Fund................

27,500 OO

Profits..............................................................

15.43599

HASPAID REGULAR SEMI-ANNUAL D1V1
DENDS SINCE ORGANIZATION.
Total Assets..................................... SI,018,490

Interest on Deposits commence 1st
day of each month.

A

HOME

BANK.

NO WESTERN MORTGAGE LOANS.

MONEY MOSTLY LOANED
---- IN ----

Androscoggin County
Trustees:

R. C. JEWETT,
E. W. GROSS,
B. F. STURGIS,
8. P. MILLER.
E. T. GILE,
JOHN F. COBB,
H. WESLEY HUTCHINS,
8. S. HERSEY
TASCUS ATWOOD.

John F. Cobb,
President.
J. Walter Stetson, Treasurer-

Children Cry for
Pitcher’s Castoria-

FOR SALE!

Ex-Preacher Will Tackle Dime.

Amsterdam, N. Y., Oct. 26.—Articles of
f agreement for a finish fight, Queensberry
j
rules
to govern, were signed last night
]
between
Billy Frazier, the lightweight
(
champion
of New England, and Jimmy
Dime of this city. The fight is to be for
£a purse of $1000, at 130 pounds, and is to
come off within six weeks.
Thirteen Fishermen Drowned.

St. John’s, N. F., Oct. 26.—The banking
schooner
E. B. Phillips of Heart’s Con
£
tent
foundered in a gale while at anchor
1
off
Newfoundland Banks, with all on
(
1board. Thirteen men were drowned. The
]E. B. Phillips was an American vessel,
f
about
9 years old and was in unfit shape
J bank fishery.
for
Iq a Good Cause.

foaled in 1884; sired by Young Jim,
by George Wilkes; dam by American
Clay, 2d dam by Grey Eagle. JIM
MATT the latter part of the past two
seasons has proved himself a good race
horse and is sure to beat 2.20 when
given an opportunity, having shown
halves at that rate this season.
®^*For further particulars and price6
address
w g LAMS0N)

LIVE STOCK MARKETS.

^Lawrence Aldermen Give Testimony Re’
garding the Granting of Licenses.

j
Doings
at Brighton and Watertown for
the Week Ending Oct. 26.
Watertown, Mass., Oct. 26.—Amount of

i
I
I'

live
1 stock on the market:
Cattle. Sheep and Swine.
Lambs.
Western............ 1,893
647
....
j
Maine
....... ................
400
....
98
4n5
67
1New Hampshire.
Vermont
...........
52
87
11
JMassachusetts....
6
546
....
j
New
York..........
20
838
....
Canada....
....... ....
••••
(
Total............... 2,069
3,838
7U
Prices for northern and eastern beef cattle
j
per
pound, dressed weight, which include!beef,
hides and tallow—Choice, 5K@ >c per lb:
t
first quality, r®5%c per lb; second quality.
J4J^t%c
per lb; third quality,
per Ik
j
poorest
grades of coarse oxen, cows, bulls,
sstags, etc., 2%@-3c per lb.
Prices for western beef cattle per 100 lbs.,
jlive
weight: Choice, $4.50^5.50; second qual
j $4^4.25; third quality, $3.2&a3.75; poorest
ity,
|grades of coarse oxen, cows, bulls, stags.
Texans, Colorados, etc., $1.5' @3.50.
oxen—None ottered. A few sold
j Working
for
slaughter, but none for working purposeNorthern and eastern beef cattle The sup
ply
was light with a fair demand. Values
1showed
change from one week ago.
1 Milch no
cows and springers—The supply wa«
<
considerably
lighter this week, which ordi
inarily would have a tendency to make trade
more
active.
1Trade was dull.This, however, was not the case.
Veal calves—The supply was lighter this
iweek. Trade active and prices steady.
Sheep and lambs—Trade was brisk and val
ues
showed no change from one week ago.
1 Western
beef cattle—Trade was dull, with
HO
j change in values.
Brighton Cattle Market.

Brighton, Mass., Oct. 26.—Amount of live
stock on the market;
Sheep and
Cattle* Lambs.
Swine.
Western............. 2 974
1,094
13,610
New Hampshire.. .115
fob
2i
Vermont............. 63
1,279
6.)
Massachusetts.... 69
....
L
Canada........ . . .................
5,.vl0
....
New Brunswick.
1,4bl
....
Total................ 1,373
12.589
13,159
Prices for western beef cattle per 100 lbs.,
live weight Choice, $4.5u@5.50; second qual
ity, $4@4.25; third quality, $3.25@3.75; poorest
grades of coarse oxen, Cows, bulls, stags,
Texans, Colorados, etc., $1.50@3.50.
Working oxen—None were sold for working
purposes, but a few were sold for slaughter.
Milch cows and springers—The receipts
were light, and as there was no demand, trade
was dull. Pieces r«iv-’n atont. the same as
one week ago,^ ,
There is no better medicine tor fan.ily use
than Ayer’s Cathartic Pill-. Their sugar-coat
ing makes them easy and even agreeable to
take, and as they contain no calomel or other
injurious drug, they are perfectly safe for

For Wood or Coal.

Contains all modern improvements. Large
variety of styles. It has double dampers, as a
result of which, a rapid tire is secured. It has
O27.tf
Augusta, Maine. large a*sh pan, la'ge flues. It is durable, attractive
and a perfect working lange, made wholly from
best quality of pig iron, mounted and fitted (
GENTS WANTED—To sell our new portt- together by skilled wortmen. The most practical
folio of American Photographs illustrat Range in the market, th«t is anywhere near its
ing the progress of Our Country from Colum
bus to and including the Great Exposition atLt equal. Do not make a purchase until you have
Chicago—Prominent Cities, Industries, Natui- examined this superior range. If not sold in your
ral and Artificial Scenery, Architecture, Agrij' vicinity, send to vs for circular and testimonials.
culture, Mining and Commercial Enterprises.►. Every Range warranted by the Company to give
Over 600 quarto pages and 30<> full-page photo
graphs; unequalled by anything published;; satisfaction. Manufactured by

A

HAMBURG, Oct. 26.—Gabriel Max, the exclusive territory guaranteed. For termss
artisc,
has finished a picture, which will address the publishers, C, A. NICBOLS CO.,”
J
Springfield, Mass.
o27-2w
be
‘ sold for the benefit of the Hamburg
poor. The name of the picture is
“Mourning Hamburg.”

ALLEGED BRIBERY.

A
• 'X. Lawrence, Mass., Oct. 26.—After Judge
Fessenden decided yesterday to have the
jddermanic bribery cases tried in Lawrence
and at this term, matters were hummed
along. John W. Bolton, aid er man from
ward 6, was brought to the bar and a jury
impanelled. Then District Attorney
Moody opened the case. Among the
witnesses sworn were several new ones.
Aidermen Doyle and Gallagher tes
tified to practically the same facts. Both
denied voting for James H, Weldon’s li•cense; both testified that the board was
called to grant licenses at 5 o’clock on the
morning of April 6. After three ballots
Aiderman Doyle arose and said:
“There’s some funny bussiness going
©n here. I have rights and am going to
fpet them if I have to fight for them.”
Thereupon, Mayor Doe and Aidermen
Martin, Whitehouse, Butler and Bolton
retired to the mayor’s office and remained
there two hours, leaving Doyle and Gallaugher alone. After a while an agreement was reached. Each aiderman and
the mayor was given a certain number of
licenses, and so the list of forty-four was
agreed upon. These forty-four were then
unanimously granted.
Cross-examined by Mr. Hurlburt, both
aldermen said that Aiderman Bolton did
^not urge Weldon’s case or present his
fiarne,

Winter Board

Boston, Oct 26.—The legal controversy
iin relation to the interchangeable mileage
1
tickets
on railroads will not be heard by
Row’s This!
l
the
supreme court for at least two weeks.
I
Counsel
for the railroads and Attorney
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward f >i
<
General
Pillsbury appeared before Jus
1
tice
Allen yesterday, and the defendant aoy case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by
Hall
’s Catarrh Cure.
i
railroads
were given time to complete » F.
J. CHENEY & CO., Prcps.,Toledo, O.
1their pleadings.
We the undeisignt.d, have known F. J.
Cheney
for the last 15 years, and believe him
Held in «12,000 Bonds.
peifectly honorable in all business transac
Newton, Mass., Oct. 26.—In the police tions and financially able to carry out any
court
John Halloran was held in $12,000 ob’igations made by their firm.
(
West & Traux,Wholesale Druggists,Toledo,
1
bonds
to appear before the court Nov. 6.
1
Halloran
assaulted John Foster with a O., Walding, KinDan & Marvin, Wholsale
Toledo, O,
]
pickaxe
handle. Foster’s skull was frac Druizgvts,
l,s Catarrh Cuie is taken interna ly, act
i
tured
and there is but little hope of his ingHadirectly
upon the blocd ard mucous suiJ
recovery.
________________
faces of the system. Price 75c. per bottle.
Sold by all diuggists. 1 estimonials free.
Police Say He Was Poisoned.
ol4-lm-x
Boston, Oct. 26.—John Afeehan.65 years
(
old,
was found dead in a chair at his
j
home,
49 Yeoman street, Roxbury, yester
(
day.
The police are responsible for the
statement
that his death was due to
"
poison. Medical Examiner Draper will
Bay gelding J151 MIATT, 2.28£,
make
an examination,
1

1 was led to do the terrible deed, and did all
in my power to have Hill in prison, thinking
then that I was doing right. But now I realIes what a terrible crime I was committing,
and 1 feej. it a duty before God to make a con*
Cession.
1 should never have done this only that I
was under the influence of---- . He was a single
•nan, and was so nice that I determined not to
live with Hill again. I fairly fell in love
with---- and promised to do what he wished,
1 was entirely under his control, and thought
bvery word and deed of his just right, and
•{never questioned his love for me.
The confession then goes into detail
concerning the hearing and the findIng of the arsenic, and continues:
I still thought I was doing right, and went
willingly to the grand jury to have Hill in
dicted. But at the last trial I felt condemned,
tad could say but little. But when my friends
bad talked to me I felt again like doing all in
«ny power to get Hill convicted.
Let people think as they will, I was under
«uch influence and such love showed me by
Mr.---- at his office and by his frequent and
friendly calls at my house that I was possessed
pfevil. When the news came that Hill was
free, I felt that my plans to live with---- were
•nded. He discontinued his affections, though
ft still feel kindly toward him.
Mr. Hill, though he keenly feels thw
cloud that rested on him for a short time,
|s glad of an opportunity to make pub! c
his complete vindication.
?

! Cambridge, Mass., Oct. 26.—Complaint
has been made and a warrant issued for
the arrest of Engineer Goodwin of the
freight train which ran into the passenger
train on the Watertown branch of the
Fitchburg railroad a short time ago, caus
ing such a large loss of life. The charge is
^manslaughter. This would indicate that
Judge Almy of the third Middlesex dis
trict court had rendered his decision, as a
result of the inquest, to District Attorney
Cooney, and such is reported to be the
'fact.
The burden of Judge Almy’s decision is
reported to be that Engineer Goodwin
[was
negligent in running contrary to
!
schedule time, although it is believed that
*he was running in response to Verbal in
structions. Tiie point is raised whether
he ought not to have slacked up at the
place where the disaster occurred, it being
the most dangerous along the line.
Persons of authority who watched the
testimony at the inquest state that in
their opinion the brakeman sent back
from the passenger train to signal the
i
freight,
coula not have had a lighted lan
I
tern
with which he signalled, and it seems
Ito be nonsense to make a scapegoat 6f the
iengineer.
A rumor is going abroad that a police
iofficer,who>for some reason did not testify
iat the inquest, has stated that he saw the
1
brakeman
when he went back from the
]passenger train, and that he did not Lave
ai light in his hand.

Oct. 18.—Our October meeting was a
grand success so far as good races and fastt
time are considered.
The track record was broken three times,
first oy Maud B, a cream mare by King!
Legacy, which in the 2 24 pacing class,’
went the first mile in 2 20. Next the brown)
mare Skip byJDonneybrook, went a mile in1
2 18%.
Third the^bay stallion Ryswood stepped
off the first mile in the 2.24 trot and pace
in 2.16iflat.
The track record up to September was
2.23%. At the Jefferson county fair it was
lowered by Mollie G to 2.20%.
Summary of races below :
First Day, Oct. 17, 18£2—2.45 class; puise,
$150.
.Tulia S b m by Landmark, Burnham, 111
Maud B br m bv W»xford, Parereter, 2 2 2
Time, 2.39%, 2.39%, 2.43.
Same Day 2.39 class ; purse, $150.
Island Belle ch m by Imported Volen-vent, Sheldon,
111
Silver King ch s, H. Nichols,1
3 2 4
Mabel C, b m by Gloster,Dick Wood, 4 3 2
Flora Hbmby Gloster, Heniy,
2 4-6
Time, 2 31%, 2.24»A, 2 33.
Second Day, Oct. 12—2.35 class, trotting;
purse. $150.
Ben Hur br s, by Elial G, Ed
Roan,
1 2 2^1 2 1
Palo Alto bl,8 by Barkis, Par
meter.
2 2 dr
Utella, bl m (4) Charlie B.
Wilkes Markham,
3 3 12 12
Time, 2.33%, 2.33%, 2.26%. 2.33%, 2.32%,
2.29%.
Same Day—2.24 pacing class; purse, $150.
Skip br m by Donney brook,
Sheldon,
2 2 112
Maud B cr m by King Legacy,
Parmeter,
112 2 1
Island Belle ch m by Imp. Volenvent. Shelwood,
3 2 3 3 dr
Time, 2.20, 2.20%, 2.18%, 2.21, 2.20.
Third Day,Oct. 13—2.24 class; trotting and
pacing; purse $150.
Ryswood b s by Bellwood, Wood, 12 11
M. C. ch m by Deceive, Casey,
3 12 2
Skip br m by Donney brook, Shel
don,
2 3 2 dr
Time, 2.16, 2.27, 2.18%, 2.21%.
Same Day—Matched race; pune $70.
Joe Upper b s by Waxford, Kil
born,
2 110 1
Mand B br m by Waxford,Grif
fith,
♦
1 ,2 2 0 2
Time, 2.37%, 2.42, 2.39%, 2.39%, 2.39%.
Same Dav—To beat 2.30.
Charlie B. Wilkes br 8 by Charlie B (reaord
2.25) dam Vic by George Wilkes Jr., time
2.28. H. C. Markham, Lyons Fallsu N. Y.,
owl er.
Same Day—To beat 2.29%.
Piince Albert b 8 by Major Benton, time 2.33,
2.33% ; ( liar les Kilkenney, Boonville, N. Y„
owner, A. L. Parmetcr, Sec.

Auburn Stove Foundry Co., Auburn, Me

